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By \\'. G. H. MAXWELL, B.Sc., Ph.D. 
Department of Geology, University of Queensland. 
(With 3 Text Figures, 2 Maps and 6 Plates.) 
Abstract.-Seven faunal zones ranging in age from Frasnian to late Visean have been distinguished 
in the Upper Palaeozoic formations of the Mt. Morgan district. The faunas consist mainly of brachiopods, 
and include more than thirty-six species and varieties, as well as the two genera Sulcatospirifer gen. nov., 
a ad Prospira gen. nov. The Frasnian and late Toumaisian faunas show closest relation with those of 
Southern Asia, while the Famennian and early Toumaisian faunas contain certain North American elements. 
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II. INTRODUCTION AND ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. 
Upper PalaeoZoic marine sediments which were deposited in the northern end of the 
Yarrol Basin, are exposed in the l\It. Morgan district. They dip gently towards the south­
west and are intruded by a narrow granitic batholith. Block faulting, with maximum down­
throw in the northern region, has resulted in the progressive eastward stepping of the beds 
towards the north. Freshwater Mesozoic sediments, deposited in the basin formed by the 
block faulting, rest uncomformably on the earlier formations. The stratigraphical sequence 
is summarised in the following table. 
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Middle Carboniferous Shales 
Tumd' C'"k conglum"ate
-
�---- i�--- I-----J 
Calc. argillites and 
limestones • I Spirijn zone 
The detailed stratigraphy and structure of these formations has already been pub­
lished (Maxwell, 1953 ) .  
I wish t o  thank Mr. H .  R .  E. Staines whose collections were responsible for the 
initiation of this work. For advice and valu:�.ble discussion, I am indebted to Dr. D. Hill. 
My thanks are due to Miss M. 1vicCarthy, Miss F. Macfarlane, Miss B. E. Osborne and 
Mr. G. Tweedale for their assistance with various sections of this work, and to members of 
the Geology Department for help and co-operation. Literature not available in Brisbane 
was obtained from Dr. C. Teichert, Mr. E. D. Gill, Miss E. Archer, Dr. A. Walkom, Dr. 
M. A. Stainbrook, Dr. G. A. Cooper, Dr. C. 0. Dunbar and Professor M. Minato, all of 
whom I wish to thank. A Research Project held within the University of Queensland has 
made this work possible. 
III. LIST OF FAUNAS AND FOSSIL LOCALITIES. 
The following is a list of the faunas found iri. the seven zones. Succeeding the faunal 
list is one of fossil localities, with grid references to the map accompanying this account. 
The locality numbers referred to in the list and in the systematic descriptions are recorded 
in the Locality Index, Geology Department, llniversity of Queensland. 
FAUNAS:-
Cyrtospirifer Zone :-Productella cf. la-:hrymosa Conrad, Cyrtospirifer reidi Maxwell. 
Sulcatospirifer Zone :-Sulcatospirifer primus sp. nov., Camarotoechia cf. contracta 
Hall and Clarke. 
Tenticospirifer Zone:-Productella sp., Tenticospirifer grandis sp. n., Tenticospirifer 
sp., Mucrospirifer kennedyemis sp. n., Dimegelasma elegante sp. n. 
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Chonetes Zone (a) .  Avonia Horizon : Rugosochonetes kennedyensis sp. n., Avonia 
kennedyenJis sp. n., Sinospirifer morganensis sp. n., Dimegelasma kennedyense sp. n., 
Camarotoechia sp. 
(b). Chonetid Horizon : Megachonetes tenuistriatus sp. n., Brachythyris davidis 
(Dun), Avonia kennedyensis sp. n. 
Schizophoria Zone: Schizophoria aff. resupinata (Martin), S. cf. resupinata var. lata 
Demanet, Leptaena cf. analoga Phillips, Avonia cf. kennedyensis, Productus cf. minutus 
Muir Wood, Prospi1·a typa sp. n., Prospira prima sp. n., Syringothy1"is austmlis sp. n., Bra­
chythyris d. davidis (Dun), Brachythyris sp., Cleiothyridina australis sp. n., Ph1"icodothyris 
lineata (Martin). 
Cleiothyridina Zone: Rugosochonetes hennedyensis var. magnus var. nov., Rugosa­
chonetes sp., Phricodothyris lineata (Martin), Syringothyris australis sp. n., Prospira sp., 
Cleiothyridina sp., Cleiothyridina biconvexa sp. n., •Brachythyris cf. pinguis (Sowerby).  
Spirifer Zone: Rugosochonetes kennedyensis var. magnus, Brachythyris cf. pinguis 
(Sowerby), Cleiothyridina biconvexa sp. n., Spirifer cf. liangchowensis Chao. 
LOCALITIES:-
Number 
L 1 145 
L 1 146 
L l 147 
Ll 148 
L l 1 5 1  
L 1 1 52 
Ll l90 
L1191  
L l 192 
L l 195 
Ll 193 
L l 194 
L1 196 
L1 197 
L 1 198 
L1288 
L1289 
L1290 
L1291 
L1292 
L1293 
L1294 
L1295 
L1297 
L1299 
L1300 
Ll301 
U.J E 
25.9 
27.1 
26.8 
26.5 
28.6 
28.5 
24.3 
26.3 
26.3 
25.3 
27.3 
24.9 
25.3 
25.3 
24.4 
25.1 
24.9 
26.8 
26.7 
22.6 
24.0 
22.7 
27.2 
26.0 
25.5 
29.0 
Grid 
48.0 "' 
36.3 
56.0 
59.0 
53.3 
47.6 
47.5 
5 1 .2 
53.2 
53.2 
55.4 
49.3 
54.1 
47.8 
47.0 
57.3 
53.4 
53.7 
59.3 
59.1 
50.9 
53 . 1  
50.2 
50.6 
60.6 
58.8 
48.2 
Area 
Portion 42, Parish Calliungal. 
Portion 19, Parish Calliungal. 
Turner's Creek. 
Stony Creek. 
Gclden Gully. 
Railway Line. 
Railway Line. 
Duck Pond, Boulder Creek. 
Golden Gully. 
Golden Gully. 
\:Vest of Turner's Creek. 
Dee River. 
Iron Bark Creek. 
Kennedy-Oaky Creek Divide. 
Kennedy-Oaky Creek Divide. 
South-west of Kennedy Creek. 
Golden Gully. 
Golden Gully. 
Stony Creek. 
Stony Creek. 
North of Duck Pond Creek. 
Harry Gully. 
Duck Pond Creek. 
Mt. Battery. 
Stony Creek. 
Neil's Creek. 
North-west of Trotter's Creek. 
IV. CORRELATION AND AGE OF THE MT. MORGAN FAUNAS. 
L The Upper Devonian Faunas of the Cyrtospirifer and Sulcatospirifer Zones:­
The fauna of the Cyrtospirifer zone, C. reidi and Productella cf. lachrymosa, has been 
equated with the Frasnian faunas of the Dotswood and Lambie beds in Eastern Australia. 
The Famennian fauna of the Sulcatospirifer zone has not been found elsewhere in Australia. 
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Hunnan:-Tien ( 1938) described the faunas of this country and zoned both the 
Famennian Hsikuangshan Series and the Frasnian Shetienchiao Series. The latter is char­
acterised by the Si1wspirijer fauna, which has been equated with the Cyrtospirifer fauna 
of Mt. Morgan. In the Hsikuangshan Series, Yunnanella, Yunnanellina, T enticospirifer anti 
Camamtoechia are abundant, but only the last genus has been found in the Sulcatospirifn 
assemblage in Queensland. Other members of that fauna, however, survived into the early 
Carboniferous in Queensland. 
Northern China :-�o Upper Devonian faunas have been recognised in the north­
eastern districts, and those recorded by Lee ( 1939 p. 444) from Tsingling Province do not 
resemble the Queensland species. 
Central Asia :-Reed ( 1922) described the Upper Devonian faunas from the Pamirs 
and Chitral, two of these faunas bein� extremely rich in brachiopods. According to Reed, 
the Chltfal fauna is closely related to the faunas of the Urals and Western Europe, but is 
quite distinct from that of the Pamirs. In the Pamirs fauna species of Camarotoechia, 
Spiri.fer pamiricus (which has cyrtospiriferid affinities) and species of Productella, show 
varying degrees of similarity with those of the Queensland faunas. Reed (p. 129) com­
mented on the '"'American element", "the absence of the \Vest European facies" and the 
lack of corals and cephalopods in this fauna, which he regarded as typical of the Urals. 
Similar features are apparent in that of Mt. Margan. The relation to American species is 
even more apparent in the early Tournaisian faunas. 
Tian Shan, Persia, Turkestan, Afghanistan :-Cyrtospirifer verneuili Murchison, 
Camcrotoechi-a omaliusi Goss., C. boloniensis d'Orbigny and C. guillieri Oehlert have been 
described from Tian Shan by Vadosz ( 1912) .  Reed ( 191 1 )  described similar species from 
Persia, and from Afghanistan he recorded Cyrtospirifer verneuili, C. omaliusi and Produc­
tella subaculeata in addition to genera not represented in the Queensland faunas. Close 
faunal relationship between Queensland and A�iatic provinces is not necessarily indicated, 
since each of these species had almost universal distribution, but it is evident that Queens­
land had closer comffiunication with the S.E. Asian and "Cral provinces than with North 
China. Weber (1910), Muschetow (1914), Nalivkin (1915)  and Romanoff ( 1 880) have re­
corded the Turkestan faunas. 
Kazakhstan:-Xalivkin ( 1 937) has described the Upper Devonian faunas of this coun­
try; the species Productella lachrymosa var. lima, Hysterolites seid and Cyrtospirifer spp., 
show affinities with the Queensland species of Productella, Sulcatospirifer and Cyrtospirifer 
respectively. 
Russia and the Crals:-De Vcrneuil ( 1 845) figured and described species which 
have since been placed in the genera Cyrtospirifer, Tenticospirifer and Camarotoechia, but 
they display little similarity with those of Mt. 1-'Iorgan. 
America:-The Queensland species have their equivalents in the �orth American 
faunas, and their relationship is discussed in the systematic descriptions. 
Western Europe :-Maillieux ( 1 940) has provided comprehensive faunal lists of the 
Frasnian zones in Belgium. The absence of genera other than Cyrtospirifer and Productella 
and the presence of gastropods, cephalopods, crinoid.5, lamellibranchs and bryozoa do not 
suggest close relationship betwe·en W. Europe and Queensland. 
2. The Lower Tournaisian Faunas of the· Tenticospirifer and Chonetes Zones:-
a. Tenticospirifer Zone: Species in this wne are characteristic of both Upper De­
vonian and Lower Carboniferous faunas of other countries, Thus. accurate delineation of 
the Frasnian and Tournaisian has not been possible in Queenslan'd, and. as none of the 
components of the Tenticospirifer fauna have been recorded previouslY from Australia, 
correlation within this country has not been possible. 
- · 
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Yunnan-Hunnan:-The Tenticospirifer and Sinospirifer groups, characteristic of the 
Famennian and Frasnian formations of these countries, are not found in younger beds as 
terrestrial conditions developed during the Carboniferous. Tenticospirifer grandis from 
Queensland is not· closely related to any of the Hunnan species. Productella subaculeata 
v-ar. alpha Grabau ( 193 1) ,  which occurs in the uppermost horizons of the Famennian beds, 
resembles Productella sp. from Mt. Morgan. 
Northern China :-Xo relation can be drawn between the faunas of this region (see 
Lee 193q, pp. 125-133) and that of Mt. Morgan. 
Central A:sia, KaZjakhstan:-Nalivkl.n 1937) described a fauna from the early 
Tournaisian Kassin beds, some elements of which resemble those of Queensland. Spirifer 
sibiricus Lebedew is similar to Tenticospirifer grandis, while Mucrospirifer ( -= Lamellis­
pirifer Nalivikin) has been recorded from both Famennian and Tournaisian assemblages. 
North America :-The American affinities of this fauna have been discussed in the 
systematic descriptions, Dimegelasma neglectum Hall, Strophopleura notabilis Kindle and 
Productella hirsutiformis having their equivalents in the Queensland fauna. 
Europe:-None of the Queensland species appear to be closely related to Upper 
Devonian or Lower Carboniferous faunas of Europe. 
b. Chonetes Zone:-Two horizons are represented in this zone, the earlier Avonia 
horizon being separated by 70 to 80 feet of almost unfossiliferous sediments from the Chon­
etes bed. Rugosochonetes kennedyensis, characteristic of the earlier horizon, has been found 
in the Star Basin by Jack and Etheridge ( 1892) who referred it to the Permian species 
Chonetes crar:owensis. It also occurs in tb.e Fairy Bower beds, Rockhampton district. 
Japan and South East Asia:-Minato (1950, 1951 )  investigated the early Tour­
naisian faunas of Honshu, but they have little in common with that of Mt. Morgan. The 
S.E. Asian faunas are not well known. 
lndia:-The Lower Carboniferous faunas of the Lipak beds of Kanaur and Spiti, 
and of the Syringothyris limestone of Kashmir are younger than the faunas of the 
Chonetes Zone. 
Kazakhstan:-Chonetes ishmiricus, des�ribed by Nalivikin (1937, pp. 136-137) from 
the Tournaisian Rusakov beds resembles Megachonetes tenuistriatus sp. n. That author 
also recorded species of Avonia and Brachythyris from the late Famennian and Tour­
naisian, the younger species being similar to the Queensland forms. 
America:- The Mt. Morgan fauna shows closest affinities with the American assem­
blages of equivalent age. Dimegelasma. neglectum and Chonetes shumardianus, abundant in 
the Osagean serie-s, and Brachythyris peculiaris and Productella pyxidata from earlier beds, 
have their equivalents in the Chonetes Zone of Mt. Morgan. 
3 .  Upper Tournaisian Fauna of the Schiwphoria. Zone:- The most prolific de· 
velopment of brachiopods is found in this zone. Elements of the fauna have also been 
found at Fairy Bower, Rockhampton, and at Clarencetown and Hilldale, New South Wales. 
S.E. Asia:-Mansuy (1912) described the Upper Palaeozoic fossils of Yunnan but 
few show any similarity to those of Queensland. Little is known of the Tournaisian 
faunas of China. 
India:-The Lipak beds of Kanaur and Spiti and the Syringothyris limestone of 
Kashmir contain the following species, described by Diener ( 1 899, 1903, 1915) ,  which are 
similar to the Queensland forms listed with them:-
Chonetes aff. kashmiriensis and Rugosochonetes kennedyensis. 
Productus cora and P. cf. minutus. 
Strophomena cf. analoga and Leptaena cf. analoga. 
Spirifer trigonalis and Prospira typa. 
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Species •not represented in the Indian fauna, but characteristic of Queensland are 
Schizophoria resupinata, Phricodothyrif lineata and Syringothyris australis. 
Japan :-Minato (195 1 )  described the following species from the Kitakami Moun� 
tains, Honshu, these species having equivalents in Queensland: Lt!ptaena analoga, Syrin­
gothyris jumonjiemis Minato, Brachythyris kitakamiensis Minato, Brachthyris sp., and 
Cleiothyridina royssii. They occur in the Jumonji and Hikoroiti series of late and early 
Tournaisian ages respectively. Noticeable is the absence of Schizo;phoria rempinata and 
Phricodothyris lineata. Hayasaka (1924) described and figured Upper Palaeozoic faunas of 
Omi-mura, Phricodothyris and Syringothyrir being the only genera common to the Queens­
land assemblage. 
Siberia :-Tolmachoff (1924, 1926, 1939) described the Tournaisian and Visean faunas 
of the Kuznetzk Coal Basin. These contain the following species which have affinities with 
Queensland forms: Schizo phoria resupinata, Leptaena analog a, Spirifer attenuatus, Syringa� 
thyris carteri, Phricodothyris iineata and BrachythyriJ ovaliJ. 
Kazakhstan :-Tournaisian fossils recorded from Lake Balkash by Nalivkin ( 1937) 
include Schizophoria sp., Leptaena semibugemis, Chonetes ischimicus and Avonia sp. which 
resemble Queensland forms. 
Russia :-Rotai (193 1 )  figured Tournaisian brachiopods from the Donecz basin, but 
ncn<::: of them are found in the Queensland faunas, The upper Tournaisian fauna of the 
Kizel districts, Western Urals, described by Gorsky and Timofeeva ( 1939), has the follow­
ing species represented in Queensland: Schizophoria rnupinata, Phricodothyris lineata, 
Productus spp., and Cleiothyridina spp. 
America :-Schizophoria swallovi, Productus .Jampsoni, Leptaena a11aloga, Syringo­
thyris caruri, Brachythyri.r 'spp. and Cleiothyridina spp. from the Osagean series show 
varying degrees of similarity to the Queensland forms. 
Western Europe :-Schizophoria resupi11ata, Leptaena analoga, Syringothyris cuspi­
data, Phricodothyri.s lineata, Cleiothyridi11a royJii and Cleiothyridina glabristria, which are 
abundant in the Z zone of the British Avonian, have their equivalents at Mt. Morgan. The 
Belgian faunas are similarly constituted. 
4. The Visean Faunas of the Cleiothyridina and Spirifer Zones:-a. Cleiothyridina 
Zone : Cleiothyridina tranrvusa, PhrU:odothyriJ lineata and Brachythyris pinguiJ occur in 
New South Wales in beds whose age has never been satisfactorily determined. (See Dun 
1902, de Koninck 1898, Voisey 1940) .  
Malaya:-The Visean faunas described by Muir Wood ( 1948) appear to be slightly 
younger than that of the Cleiothyridina zone, being approximately equivalent to that of the 
Spirifer zone. 
Indochina and Yunnan:-These countries have no comparable faunas. 
China:-lnsufficient descriptive work has been published .on the Chinese faunas to 
permit their use in correlation, although lists of species have been provided by Grabau 
(1924), Wong and Grabau ( 1 924), T;ng and Grabau (.193 3 )  and Lee ( 1939). Phricodo­
thyriJ lineata, Schizophoria resupinata, Cleiothyridina roy.JJii, C. expansa and _Rugour 
chonetes hardrensis, the most common species in China, are represented by similar forms in 
Queensland. 
]apan:-Phricodothyris and Syringothyris are the only genera common to the Omi· 
mura Visean fauna and that of Mt. Morgan. The early Visean Maide and Kozubo stages 
of the. Kita.k�m� sequence1 although domin�ntly. cor�lline, arc characterised by Brachythyris 
nagao1, Spmfenna octophcara, Brachythyns prnguu, Productus sp. and PuJtula sp. This 
fauna has little in common with' that of the Cleiothyridina zone. How�ver, the general in· 
crease in the number of coral genera and the decline of brachiopods is found in the 
Queensland \'isCan assemblages. 
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�iberia::-Phricodothyri.r lineata, Brachythyri.J ovaliJ, Cleiothyridina roy.uii and Syrin­gothyru .carttrl from the Kuznetzk Coal Basin, (Tolmachoff 1924, 1926, 193 1 )  have equi­valents tn the Mt. Morgan fauna. 
. Russia :-From the Donetz Basin, Rotai { 1931) described the species Cleiothyridina annuata, and Gorsky and Timofeeva { 1939) recorded Athyris ptctinife1'0 var. minima from 
the Visean of the Kizel district; these two forms arc similar to Cleiothyridina biconve.Ta. 
VrHAN ..... 
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Map ! 
Map indicating the routes along which faunas migrated to and from tbe Queensland Province during 
late Palaeozoic times. 
Western Europe:-C. expansa and Phricodothyris lineaca are abundant in the Vis6an 
faunas of Western Europe, while Brachythyris pinguis has been found in the faunas of 
England and Belgium. 
b. Spirifer Zone:-The fauna of this zone is similar to parts of the Malayan faunas 
described by Muir Wood ( 1948). Spirifer cf. liangchowenJiJ is similar to Spirifer sp. (Muir 
\\'ood p. 52 pl. viii fig. 6 ) ;  Rugosochonetn kemudyen1i1 var. magmu resembles Chonetes 
sp. (Muir Wood p. 59) ; BrachythyriJ cf. pingtJiJ compares with B. willbour11i (pp. 45-47) .  
5 .  Faunal Summary and Palaeogeography:-Similarities benveen the Upper Devon­
ian faunas of Hunnan.Yunnan, North America and Queensland are evident, but the dom­
inance of Cyrto1piri/er in Queensland and of the Sinospiri!er-Tenticorpirifer group in Hun­
nan-Yunnan, suggests that faunal communication between the two regions was greatly 
reduced early in the Upper Devonian. Further. the widespread dislribution of Cyrtorpirifer, 
i!1 contrast to the comparatively restricted distribution of SinoJf!irifer-TentiooJpirifer sug­
gests that the latter may represent a specialised derivative from ancestral cyrtospiriferid 
stock. Lee ( 1 939) believed this fauna to have migrated or:g:inally, by way of the south. 
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During late Famennian times, the seas regressed from S.F. Asia; terrestrial condi­
tions became widespread during early Carboniferou;; times. l\lany of the early Tourn­
aisian faunas were greatly reduced, and possibly isolated. In Queensland certain of the 
Asian Famennian gene-ra persisted into the Tournaisian, e.g. Tenticospirifer, while at the 
same time more American genera were introduced. It seems that faunal communication 
with North America persisted, even though the diversity of faunas in Queensland, Southern 
Asia, China, India, Japan and Russia sugge�ts semiisolation of these provinces. By late 
Tournaisian times, these provinces had become reconnec�d and their faunas were again 
closely related. Migration routes developed from Europe, through the Himalayan region, 
south\o\·ards to Queensland, and were joined from the north by seaways from Japan, Kuz­
netzk and the Orals. Further land changes occurred during the Visean, when the route 
through the Himalayan region seems to have disappeared, and the Tethyan seas migrated 
further north. The Visean palaeogeography has been discussed by Lee ( 1939) and Muir 
wood ( 1948 pp. 19-23 ) .  The latter author has shown two seas extending southwards from 
Tethys, on either side of Cathaysia, one passing through the Malayan Peninsula, the other 
east of the Phillipines and l\ew Guinea. The close affinities of the Japanese and Queensland 
faunas during the late Tournaisian and the probable absence of Tournaisian faunas in 
: vfalaya suggest that the eastern seaway influenced the Queensland province during late 
Tournaisian and early Visean time. It seems probable that the western Malayaa sea trans­
gressed into Eastern Australia in the late Visean. but the same prolific development of the 
Malayan fauna has not been found in Queensland. The trends of the older tectonic features 
of New Guinea (Glaessner 1950) and Indonesia (van Bemmelen 1949) provide evidence 
for such an interpretation. A significant feature of the Visean faunas of Queensland is the 
paucity of productid species, which is in contrast with the contemporary faunas of S.E. 
Asia and Europe, but in harmony with those of Japan. 
The migration routes which existed during the Upper Palaeozoic are illustrated on 
Map I. Except in South and Central China, during Fransnian and Tournaisian times, the 
routes remained fairly constant. Faunal variations in Australia were due, partly, to the par­
ticular routes being dominant at different times, e.g., Himalayan connections during Frans­
nian and Tournaisian, American and Japanese during Famennian, early Tournaisian and 
Visean. 
V. SYSTEMATIC DESCRIPTIONS. 
1. The Frasnian Fauna of the Thomson Clastics�Cyrtospirifer Zone. 
ORDER PROTREMATA Beecher 1891 . 
Superfamily Productacea Maillieux 1941. 
Family Strophalosiidae fam .  nov. 
Subfamily Productellinae Sutton 1938. 
Genus Productella Hall 1867. 
1 867 p,oductdla Hell ]. IV, 1, pp. 153-185 pi,. XXIII-XXn 
Genotype: (by original designation) Productus subaculeatus Murchison 1840, XI p. 255, pl. II figs. 9 a-c; from Ferques, Upper Devonian {Frasnian). 
Diagnosis : Shape productoid; areas on both valves; teeth and sockets present· car­
dinal process sma�l, erect, bilo�ed and qua�rilobed; brachial impression v.--eak, gently c�rved 
along valve margm, and termmated antenorly to the median septum, in a small reversed 
curve. 
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Range : In America, the genus has been recorded from beds ranging in age from 
Lower Devonian to early Mississippian. In Europe, it is most abundant in the Frasnian, 
but ranges from Middle Devonian to Lower Carboniferous. Several of its species have 
been recorded from the Upper Devonian of Asia, by Tien, Reed and Grabau. De Koninck 
( 1 898 pp. 65-66) described the species Productella productoides from Devonian beds at 
Kempsey, �ew South Wales. No previous record of this genus has been made in 
Queensland. 
Productella cf. lachrymosa Conrad. 
(Pl. !, figs. 1-4). 
cf. 1842 Productella lachrymOsa Conrad, VIII p. 256 pl. II. fig 9. 
d. 1867 Productella lachrymosa Conrad; Hall, n· p. 172 pl. XXV figs. 23-28. 
Locality: L I 194, 27.3E x 49.3N (Westwood Map) Dee River. 
Description: External.-The ventral valve is strongly convex, non-sir:.uate, with an 
incurved, well developed umbo. The umbonal slopes are steep, changing abruptly to the 
horizontal where the ears are formed. The gn:atest width is slightly anterior to the hinge 
line, the width being greater than the length of the valve. Extending along the hinge line 
is a small, narrow area. The cardinal extremities are right-angled or obtuse, while the ears 
are flattened, extending anteriorly as a lateral flange, varying from 1 to 4 mm. in width. The 
extreme concavity of the dorsal valve has resulted in a small visceral cavity. The ornament 
of concentric growth wrinkles is more prominent on the dorsal valve and on the ears of 
the ventral valve. Small elongate spine bases are scattered over the ventral valve and two 
rows of heavy spines, almost parallel to the cardinal margin, occur on the ears. On the 
dorsal valve, small depressions correspond tv the spine bases of the ventral valve. Radial 
ornament is  entirely lacking. 
Internal.-The ventral muscle scars are weakly impressed. Small teeth occur at the 
delthyrial margins. In the dorsal valve, a small _bilobed-quadrifid cardinal process rises 
perpendicularly from the posterior end of a long median septum. The median septum ex­
tends for threcquarters the length of the valve, and separates the nondendritric adductor 
muscle scars, which are differentiated into anterior and posterior elements, marked by 
regular, diagonally directed, curved lines. The brachial impression is typically pnx:l.uctel­
Enc:d. 
Remarks : Several imperfectly preserved specimens have been examined, and since 
all the features of the form could not be determined, no exact specific determination was 
made. In its proportions, the nature of the concentric ornament, the spine bases of the 
venter, and the cardinal spines. this form resembles Productella lachrymosa. However, 
the flanged margin is a distinctive · character. and has been seen, to a lesser degree, on the 
form figured by Grabau (1933 pl. IV fig. 15 a, b),  as Productella subaculeata var. kan­
suensis. This variety differs from Conrad's srecies in its stronger ornament, and greater 
length. The flanged margin appears to be present in the species Productella hemispherica. 
figured by Tien ( 1 938 pl. I fig. 10), but was not mentioned in the specific description. 
Other characters of this species are similar to those of P. cf. lachrymosa. 
Reed (1923) figured and described several species of Productella from the Upper 
Devonian of Chitral and the Pamirs. P. lachrymosa var. lima (p. 86 pl. XIII figs. 16-19) 
which he figured, has smaller dimensions, coarser ornament and ciifferent contour from the 
Queensland species. Other members of this Asiatic fauna show no resemblance to P. cf. 
lachrymosa. 
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Nalivkin ( 1937 pp. 50-51 ,  pl. IV) described and figured two species, viz. P. aff. sub­
aculeatus and · P. lachrymosa var. lima from the Upper Devonian of Kazakhstan. His figures 
were poorly produced, but comparison of their proportions with those of the Queensland 
form reveals similarity. These foreign species were recorded from beds of Frasnian and 
early Famennian age. 
Range: This species shows closest affir.ity to P. lachrymosa Conrad from the Che­
mung group of Upper Devonian (Frasnian) age. It also resembles P. hcmispherica Tien 
from the lower part of the Hsikuangshan Series of Hunnan, which Tien correlated with 
the Famennian of Europe. The age of P. cf. lachrymosa has been regarded as Frasnian, 
possibly early Famennian. This determination is based on its resemblanct'J to the American 
and Chinese species mentioned earlier, and on its association with Cyrtospirifer reidi 
Maxwell. 
ORDER TELOTREMATA Beecher 1891. 
Superfamily Spiriferacea Waagen 1883. 
Family Spiriferidae King 1846. 
Subfamily Cyrtiinae Fredericks 1926. 
Genus Cyrtospirifer Nalivkin 1918. 
1918 Cyrtospirifer Nalivkin. 
1950 Cyrtospirifer Nalivkin ;  Gatinaud XXII pp. 147-155. 
195 1 Cyrtospirifer Nalivkin; Maxwell III, 12 pp. 5-7. 
Genotype:�(by designation, fide Grabau 193 1 )  Spirifer verneuili Murchison, 1840 
p. 252 pl. II, figs. 3a, b, d; from Ferques; Upper Devonian (Frasnian) .  
Diagnosis :� Medium-sized shells; costate fold and sinus; intercalation and bifur­
cation of costae occur on fold and sinus, but never on the lateral slopes. Dental plates 
strong, divergent, vertical or slightly curved; extend for half the length of the valve floor. 
Remarks:�This genus has been discussed by the author in a previous paper, {Max­
well 1951  p. 5) .  
Range:-Upper Devonian and Lower Carboniferous. 
Cyrtospirifer reidi Maxwell. 
(Pl. I. figs. 5-6). 
195 1 Cyrtospirifer reidi Maxwell Ill, 12, pp. 6-7 pl. I figs. 1-7. 
Holotype:- F 1 1955 Geology Department, Unive1sity of Queensland;. from boundary 
between portions 18 and 21 ,  Parish of Calliungal, County of Raglan, Queensland; Upper 
Devonian {Frasnian). 
Diagnosis :-Species smaller than the genotype, wi!h the fold less prominent, and with 
considerable thickening of the umbonal regicn in ol� age. 
Remarks :-:---Since the original description of this species, other specimens have been 
collected from five new localities, all of approximately the same stratigraphical position. The 
species is found in two types of sediment, one being felspathic, the other calcareous. In 
the latter, the specimens have a slightly deeper sinus and more prominent fold than the 
topotype material (which occurs in the felspathic sediment), and in addition, sinal plica­
tions and dental lamellae are more strongly developed. The specimens from all five locali­
ties usually have one of the following sinal formulae (See Grabau 1 9 5 1 )  :� 
1 I - 2 y - 2 • I 1 ;  1 - I - 3 y - 2 - I 1 ;  2 - I - 1 . y - 1 • I - 2. 
Range:-Upper Devonian (Frasnian). 
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2. The Famennian Fauna of the Boulder Creek Grits Sulcatospirijer Zone. 
Diagnosis :-Spiriferids characterised· by dental lamellae, a delthyrial plate and an 
apical structure similar to that in Spirifer ostiolatus Hall and Clarke; the dental lamellae 
extend to the floor of -the valve, being thickened on their inner sides and across their 
dorsal ends to form a delthyrial plate. 
Remarks:-This subfamily has been discussed by the author ( 1951  p. 5 ) ,  and the 
following genera were listed, viz. :-Cyrtella Fredericks 1924, Cyrtia Dalman 1 828, Cyrto­
spirifer Nalivkin 1918, Spinocyrtia Fredericks 1916, and Sinospirifer Grabau 1931.  A sixth 
genus is now to be added, viz. SulcatOJpirifer gen. nov., which is characterised by a median 
furrow dividing the dorsal fold, sti"iatoplicato-lamellose ornament, and minute pustules or 
spine bases, concentrated in the medial portions of both valves. 
Genus Sulcatospirifer gen. nov. 
Genotype:-Sulcatospirifer primus sp. nov.; from L 1 195, Golden Gully, Mt. Mor­
gan; Upper Devonian (Famennian). 
Diagnosis:-Spiriferoid shape and outline; strong median furrow divides dorsal fold; 
ornament plicato-striato-lamellose; pustules (or spine bases) concentrated medially; sinal 
plications obsolete; area curved, striated vertically and horizontally; dental lamellae curved; 
median septum absent or obsolete. 
Remarks :-This group is related morphologically to the Sinospirifer-Cyrtospirifer 
complex. However, marked peculiarities in ornament, the contour of the fold and sinus, 
and the shape of the shell are sufficient to separate such forms into a new genus. Further, 
application of statistical me�hods such as those of Grabau ( 1931 p. 102), Semichatova 
(1941) and Gatinaud ( 1949, 1950), based on sinal configuration, produces results sufficiently 
dissimilar to warrant this separation. 
Reed ( 1922 p. 565 pl. X figs. 2, 2a-b) has figured Spirifer bifidus Roemer from 
India, but this species, although possessing a sulcate dorsal fold, differs from the genotype in its coarser plications and rounded ears. Spirifer bifidus figured and described by G-iirich 
(1909 p. 137 pl. 44 fig. 8) from the Upper Devonian of Germany, differs markedly from 
Sulcatospirifer in that the bounding folds of the median dorsal furrow are non-costate, the 
cardinal extremities are not extended, and the area is extremely low. Klahn ( 1912  p. 1 8  
p l .  I figs. 1-2) described aand figured t h e  species Spirifer bisinus l e  Hon 1870, from the 
Frasnian d Aachen. This species carries . a strong median dorsal furrow but it is com­
pletely costate, and the bounding folds are weak. Other characters - shape, dimensions, 
lateral costation - are similar to those of Sulcatospirifer. Hysterolites seid Nalivkin 1937, 
from the Frasnian of Kazakhstan, has been compared by Nalivkin with Spirifer bifidus 
Roemer. Its outline and high sharp plications distinguishes it from Sulcatospirifer, but its 
furrowed dorsal fold resembles that of the latter genus. 
The distinctive characters of· this Que:!nsland form have not been identified with 
those of any genus of the Asiatic. European or American Faunas, and so I have no hesi­
tation in erecting the new genus Sulcatospirifer, genotype S. primus sp. nov. 
Range:-The horizon from which the genotype was collected occurs between two 
known horizons-one of Frasnian age, the other of Lower Tournaisian age. Spirifer dis­
junctus var. sulcifer, which may belong to this genus, oc:urs in the Chautauguan epoch, 
which is of Famennian equivalence. The genus, so far, ha:s been recorded only from beds 
of Famennian age. 
Sulcatospirifer primus sp. 
(Pl. I, figs. 13-16). 
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Holotype :-F I 5 1 18 a, b University of Queensland Collection; from the BouldeJ" 
Creek Grits; Famennian; Ll195,  Golden Gully, Mt. Morgan district, Queensland. 
Diagnosis :-As for genus. 
Description:  ExternaL-The shell is subequally biconvex, wider than long, the 
greatest width occurring along the cardinal margin. The cardinal area is linear, curved and 
comparatively high on the ventral valve, and small and linear on the dorsal valve. Numer­
ous vertical and transverse striations are present on the areas. A V-shaped delthyrium, the 
angle of which ranges from 33 to 38 degrees, extends from the umbo to the hinge margin 
and is bordered by two grooves. The ventral umbo is pointed and only slightly incurved. 
A median sulcus extends anteriorly, becoming wider toWards the commissure, while a cor· 
responding fold occurs on the dorsal valve. The contour of the fold is very characteristic, 
being grooved medially by a deep furrow which widens and becomes shallovi, abruptly, 
near the anterior margin. The two lateral components of the fold are of smaller dimension 
than the furrow. Both valves have radial, nonbifurcated costae on their lateral slopes-16 
to 20 on each-the size of the costae decreas;ng progressively towards the lateral margins. 
Sinal costation is so poorly developed as to b:: indeterminate. The base of the sinus is per­
fectly smooth. On the dorsal valve, the fold is bounded by tv>'o intercostal furrows. The 
median furrow is non-costate. In addition to costae, closely packed growth lamellae and fine 
radial striae constitute the finer surface ornament. Intersection of the lamellae and striae 
produces a granular surface, these granules possibly being an expression of incipient spina· 
sity. Towards the medial region of both valves, small spine bases have been preserved. 
lnternal.-The ventral valve is characterised by the absence of a median septum, 
two blade-like, divergent dental lamellae, and a small apical callosity in the very umbonal 
part of the valve. The dental lamellae slope medially from the· delthyrial margins for half 
their height, and then curve back laterally, diverging anteriorly. During the early stages 
of growth, these lamellae are sharply defined, but with age thickening of their bases occurs, 
a.nd a heavy muscle platform and apical callo:;ity develop. The muscle scar is tear-shaped 
and longitudinally striated. The adductors are narrow, elongate scars occupying the central 
raised part of the platform. 
In the dorsal valve. small divergent crurae are present, but no crural plates extend 
along the_ valve floor. Situated centrally is a small, vertically striated cardinal process. No 
median septum nor ridge is developed, but the muscle scar octupies a narrow, compara­
tively long elevation at the base of the cardinal process. 
Di-mensions:-
Ventral Valve. Dorsal Valve. 
Length 10 14 25 15 15 14 mm. 15 11 16 15 10 mm. 
Width 25 33> 42 30 32 30 mm. > 42 26 34 34 23 mm. 
W/L 2Ji 2.4 > 1 .7 2.0 2.1 2.1 > 2.R 2.4 2.1 2.3 2.3 
Height of Area . 4 mm. -,---- mm. 
No. of costae/Slope 16 > 15 > 15 19 16 14 16 20 
No. of Costae/5 mm., 
5 mm. from umbo. 12 1 1  1 0  1 0  l l  
Muscle Scar LxW 5x4.5 lOxS 6.5x4 6x4 - mm. 
Dental Plates-L 4.5 7 -
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Fig. !a.-Diagram of fold and sinus with sections through A and 8 showing the 
distribution of costae and the contour of the segments. 
,Fig. lb-Magnitication of part of the ornament of Sulcalospi,ifer primus sp. nov. X 8. 
Remarks :-Comparison of this species with forms figured from the Upper Devonian 
and Lower Carboniferous faunas of Europe, Asia and America, has not produced satis­
factory correlations. The Upper Devonian faunas of Asia are dominated by the Sinbspiri­
fer-Tenticospirife·r groups, to which this species cannot be closely a\1ied. Its affinity with 
Spirijer disjunctw var. mlcifer Hall and Clarke ( 1893 pp. 24, 37, 361 pl. 30 fig. 16, 1867 
pl. 41 figs. 10-16) has been indicated already. Hall recorded this from the "higher Chemung 
sandstone of Alleghany and Cattaraugus Counties, New York". Chadwick (1935 p. 325) lists 
this form from his Canadaway group, which Cocper et al. ( 1942 pl. 1.) place in the Chau­
tauguan epoch, of Famennian equivalence. 
Range:-As for genus,-Famennian. 
Superfamily Rhynchonellacea Schuchert 1896 
Family Camarotoechiidae Schuchert and Le Vene 1929. 
Subfamily Camarotoechiinae Schuchert and Le Vene 1929. 
Genus Camarotoechia Hall and Clarke 1893. 
1893 Camarotoechiti. Hall and Clarke, VIII, 2, pp. 189-192 pl. LVII. 
Cenotype:-(by original designation) Atrypa congregaea Conrad, 1841, p. 5 5 ;  from 
New York, Middle Devonian (Hamilton) .  
Diagnosis :-Triangular, costate, uniplicate, with shallow ventral valve, convex dorsal 
valve ; ventral interior with well developed dental plates; dorsal interior with divided hinge 
plates; no cardinal process ;  segments of hinge plate attached to median septum by support­
ing plates, making a small cruralium. 
Remarks:-Hall and Clarke proposed this genus in order that the application of the 
term Stenoschisma might be restricted to shells whose hinge structure is characterised by 
Rhynchondla formosa. They stated that its distinctive characters were internal, viz., the 
nature of the median septum and hinge plate. The numerous species included in this genus 
indicate the n:ide range of variation shown in external features such as outline, contour, 
shape. of sinus and fold, etc. 
Range:-Species of Camarotoechia have been recorded in America from beds rang­
ing in age from Silurian to Lower Carboniferous. In Asia and Western Australia species of 
Permian age have been assigned to the genus. It reached its maximum development during 
the Devonian and early Carboniferous. 
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Camarotoechia cf. contracta Hall and Clarke. 
(Pl. I, figs. 7-12). 
cf. 1893 Camarotoechia contracta Hall and Clarke, VIII, 2, pp. 1 89-191 pl. LVII figs. 28-32, 
Locality :-L1195 Golden Gully, Mt. Morgan District, Queensland; Boulder Ck. Grits, 
Famennian. 
Description: External.-The shell which is wider than long, is subtriangular to sub­
elliptical in outline. The ventral valve is comparatively flat, being slightly swollen pos­
teriorly, and depressed medially. Its sinus is broad and shallow, and projects dorso­
anteriorly as a rectangular tongue, almost at right angles to the plane of the valve. A 
small, acute umbo overhangs a minute delthyril!_m and false area. The latter feature is 
indistinct. The structure of the delthyrial region has not been preserved sufficiently to 
permit determination. 
On the more convex dorsal value, a flattened median segment occurs which develops 
anteriorly into a low, wide fold. Both valves are radially plicated, carrying from 16 to 20 
plicae, the sinus having 3, and the fold 4. The marginal plicae bordering the sinus and 
fold have their inner sides extended, and so are strongly asymmetric. The size of the 
plicae decreases laterally, those near the margins being inconspicuous. 
lnternal.-Tw.o short, slightly divergent, dental lamellae are present in the ventral 
valve, but there is no median septum. In the dorsal valve a median septum and hinge plate 
are developed, the septum branching posteriorly to form two small supports for the hinge 
plate. The dental sockets are extremely small. 
Remarks:-Internally, the Queensland form closely resembles C. contracta Hall and 
Clarke in its short, slightly divergent dental plates, the dorsal median septum and the 
division of this septum under the hinge plate. Externally, there are similarities between the 
shape and contour of both forms, but the radial plications of C. contracta are coarser, 
stronger structures than those of the Queensland species. C amarotoechia sublivoniciformis 
mut. alpha Tien (1938 p. 35 pl. III fig. 10), from Yunnan, has similar internal features, 
contour and plications, but differs markedly in outline, being triangular rather than sub­
elliptical. Tien records this species from the Hsikuangshan limestone which has been cor­
related with beds of Famennian age in Eurore. Reed ( 1922 pp. 94-98) described and 
figured several species of Camarotoechia from Chitral and the Pamirs, some of which have 
sinal structures and countour resembling C. cf. contracta. C. baitalensis and its varieties 
are, according to Reed (1922 p. 190), closely related to C. contracta from the American 
formations. Reed determined the age of the beds at AI Baital, Pamirs as Upper Devonian. 
Range:-This form has be-en recorded from only one horizon, which is of Famennian 
age. 
3. The Early Tournaisian Fauna of the Pond Argillites-Tenticospirifer Zone. 
ORDER PROTREMATA Beecher 1891. 
Superfamily Productacea Maillieux 1941. 
Family Strophalosiidae fam. nov. 
Subfamily Productellinae Sutton 1938. 
Genus Productella Hall 1867. 
Remarks :-This genus has been discussed above. 
Productella sp. 
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Remarks:-Only two specimem of this form have been found. The ventral valve is 
convex, carrying a small . linear area, which is intersected by a delthyrium, from the cor­
ners of which teeth project. The external surface is covered with numerous, elongate spine 
bases. Some of the marginal spines have been preserved, being very fine and comparatively 
short. Concentric growth lines are strongly marked, and a tendency toward plication is 
seen on the antero-lateral portions of the valve. 
This species differs from P. cf. lachrymosa of the Frasnian fauna, in that its ventral 
valve is less convex, the spine bases are more numerous, and the cardinal area is larger. 
No accurate comparison of this species could be made with those of Yunnan and Hunnan. 
Specimens of Productella subaculeata var. alpha figured by Grabau (1931 pl. IV figs 9-1 1 )  
show the same elongation o f  the spine bases and the incipient plication o f  the anterior 
margin. This variety occurs in the uppermost horizons of the Yunnanella beds which are of 
late Famennian age. 
ORDER TELOTREMATA Beecher 1891 .  
Superfamily Spiriferacea Waagen 1 883. 
Family Spiriferidae King 1 846. 
Subfamily Cyrtiinae Fredericks 1926. 
Genus Dimegelasma Cooper 1942. 
1942 Dimegelasma Cooper G. A., 32 p. 232. 
Genotype:-(by original designation) Spirifer neglectus Hall 1858, I, 2, p. 643 pl. 
20. fig. 5; from Iowa, Mississippian (Keokuk). 
Diagnosis :-Shell large, costate, with non-costate fold and sulcus; delthyrium covered 
with a flat deltidium; ventral interior with long dental plates; ventral muscular area elon­
gate; dorsal interior with short median septum supporting a concave hinge plate. 
Remarks:-This genus was proposed by Cooper who chose Hall's species Spirifer 
neglectus as genotype. Hall's figures do not show the ornament clearly, but Hall and Clarke 
( 1893 pp. 28-32) included the species in the subgroup Ostiolata, of which they stated 
"surface is frequently ornamented with fine granules or radiating striae . . In . Spirifer 
parryanus the minute, elongate pustules are arranged upon the summits of distinct fine 
radial striae". 
Range:-This genus has been found only in beds of lower 11,tssissippian age. In 
America it occurs in the Keokuk limestone of the Osage group which Weller et al. (1943 ) 
have equated with the Tournaisian of Europe. 
Dimegelasma elegante sp. nov. 
(PI. II, figs. 1-3). 
Holotype :-F.15130 a, b Univ. Queensland Collection ; from early Tournaisian beds 
at L1 197 (ZSJE x 47.8N Westwood Map), Kennedy-Oaky Creek Divide. 
DiagnOsis :-As for genus; the finer surface ornament consists of radial striae, carry· 
ing numerous small pustules; numerous bifurcations. 
Description: External.-The ventral valve is more convex than the dorsal, the car­
dinal extremities are rounded and the greatest width occurs anteriorly to the hinge. Extend­
ing anteriorly from the umbo is a shallow median sinus. Low plications, 6 to 8 in number, 
occur on each lateral slope. Superimposed on this radial ornament are finer striae which 
carry minute pustules or granules. The striae increa.se by bifurc�tion and are crowded an­teriorly. In the central part of the valve, the dens1ty of the stnae averages 1 5  per 2 mm. 
The dorsal valve has a low, non-costate median fold and rounded lateral plications. 
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lnttrnal.-Two divergent, bladelike dental lamellae extend forwards from the umbo 
fer several mm. No true median septum develops, but a smail ridge separates the muscle 
scars. These are long, narrow and indistinct. In the dorsal valve a minute median ridge, 
small crural bases and a small cardinal process are developed. 
Dimensions :- Jl entral I' aive Dorsal I' alve 
Length . 19 21 19.5 24 mm. 23 20mm. 
Width ... 25 27 21  32 m m .  34 30 mm. 
Width of Hinge . .  23 26 19 2B 
Width/Length . 1 .32 1 .29 LOB 1.33 1.50 1.50 
Remarkt:-No species of Dimegelasma have been recorded from Asia, nor have 
similar genera been found there. D. elegante shows closest resemblance to D. neg!ectum 
(Hall) from the Keokuk of Iowa. It is restricted to the Tentico.spirifer zone of early Tour-
naisian age. 
Genus Tenticospirifer Tien 1938. 
1931 Sino.spirifer Grabau, A."� .. (partim) B, III. pp. 238-3 1 1 . 
1938 Tenticospirifer Tien, C. C.. �- S. B, 4, pp. 1 1 2-1 1 3 ,  127-136. 
1949 Te71ticorpi.ri/er Tien; Gatinaud, G., Ser. 2, 22. p. 489. 
Genotype:-(by original designation, p. 1 1 3 )  Spirifer Unticuium de Verneuil 1845. 
p. 159 pl. 5 figs. 7a-e; from Lake llmen, Leningrad, Russia; l"pper Devonian. 
Diagno;i.s :-Ventral valve deeper than dorsal; b.rgc. high area on nntral \·ake. smal! 
lin(:ar area on dorsal valve; sinal plications weak; ventral valve without median septum, 
dorsal valve with Ion' median ridge; dental lamellae joined by delthyrial plate; dental sockets 
deep, socket plates thick. 
Remark.t :-ln the origi
.
nal description. Tien emphasised the taxonomic importance 
of external characters and placed little value on the apical structure. However, serial sec­
tions of Tenticospirift'r tenticulum which he published indicate the imoortance of the ie�.­
ternal structure in distinguishing _this genus from other members of the Upper Devonian 
faunas, such as Sinospirifer, Cyrtospirifer and Htmano.spirifer. In interpreting the genus I 
have relied on the distinctive apical structure, the nature of the ventral area and the size 
and distribution of the costae. Tien, in his specific identifications, allowed a wide range of 
vari.:l.tion, particularly with regard to such external featUres as shape� contour and pro­
portions and size of costae. 
In Hunnan. only one species has been recorded from beds older than Famennian. 
The genus is most abundant tO\vards the top of the Hsikuangshan Series which is over­
lain by freshwater Carboniferous beds. It occurs in the Upper Devonian faunas of the 
Urals, Ferques (Belgium),  and North America. In Kazakhstan species belonging to this 
genus have been described by �alivkin ( 193 7).  
Range:-The genus had its  widest distribution during Cpper Devonian times. Its 
discovery at Mt. Morgan is the first record of an early C<Hboniferous occurrence in 
Australia. 
Tenticospirifer grandis sp. nov. 
(Pl. I, figs. 17-18). 
Holotype:-F l 5 123 l"niv. Queensland Collection; from Ll l97, south of Kennedv and 
Boulder Creeks, Mt. Morgan District; Tournaisian. 
· 
Diagnosi.s :-Shape sub-pyramidal; ventral area high. vertil"ally striated· dorsal area 
narrow; costate; delthyrial plate thickened medially; dcrsnl median. ridge weakly developed. 
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DeJcription: External.-The shell is sub-pyramidal in shape, the area of the ventral 
valve being l/3 to 2/3 as high as the length of the valve. The maximum width which 
occurs at the hinge margin, exceeds the length of the shelL A wide sinus is developed on 
the ventral valve. The ventral area, which is flat or weakly curved, has a height : width 
ratio of 3 8. A narrow delthyrium extends from apex to hinge margin and is bounded 
by two grooves. The surface of the area is marked by numerous parallel striations, perpen­
dicular to the hinge line, and fewer horizontal lines. The dorsal valve is much shorter 
than the ventral, its lateral slopes are less steep, and the anterior region is strongly curved. 
A narrow linear area, marked by vertical striations is present, and a low median fold ex­
tends from umbo to commissure. The entire external surface of both valves is costate, the 
costae of the fold and sinus tending to become obsolete. The costae are strongest near the 
margins of the sinus and fold, but decrease 1a size laterally. They are rounded in cross­
section, and are separated by sharp narrow furrows. Some of the lateral costae bifurcate, 
although this is not common. Microscopic radial lirae are superimposed on the coarser orna­
ment. Heavy lamellose ornament is irregularlv developed near the anterior margins. Due 
to the obsolete nature of the sinal plications, and to the unsuitable matrix in which the 
specimens have been preserved, determination of accurate sinal formulae has not been pos­
sible. The average number of sinal plications is 1+, and the approximate formula is 3-I-6-I-3. 
Internal.-The dental plates extend fro n the delthyrial margins, converge ventrally 
to the delthyrial plate, and then diverge to nrround the muscle scar. No median septum 
is developed. The delthyrial plate is slightly thickened medially, this thickening being 
suggestive of an incipient syrinx. The muscle scar is bounded laterally by the bases of the 
dental plates, and consists of a pear-shaped area with numerous flexuous lines extending 
from its margins to a median line. The proportions of the scar show considerable variation 
within the species. It never extends anteriorly for more than 1/3 the length of the valve. 
In the dorsal valve a short, weakly developed median ridge occurs. The small cardinal 
process is bordered by divergent crural bases and dental sockets. 
Dimensions :- Ventral Valve Dorsal Valve 
Length 3 1  21, 34 17 19 mm. 23 28 mm. 
Width 42 26 38 25 22 mm. 42 38 32 mm. 
Height of Area 28 14 18 9 9 mm l.S mm. 
Muscle S1=ar L/W 7!5 5.5/3.5 
No. of Costae/5 mm., 
5 mm. from umbo 
Width/Length 1.4 1.24 1 . 12  1.-17 1.16 1.65 1.50 
Remarks:-Externally, the ·speeies has all the characters of T. tenticulum, but its 
internal structure, Viz., the weakly developed dorsal median ridge, differs from that of the 
genotype. Other internal characters are similar. The external features of T. grandis re­
semble those of Syringospira Kindle which oc:urs in the l'pper Devonian and early Mis­
sissippian of North America. However, the structure of the dent;.al lamellae distinguishes 
the species from Kindle's genus. Spirifer alta Hall. which has been grouped by Cooper 
( l944) with Syringospira, has dental lamellae resembling those of Tenticospiri/er rather than 
those of Syringospira prima, the genotype. In the latter species, the dental plates converge 
under the delthyrial plate and do not extend along the floor of the valve. In Tenticospirifer 
and Spirifer alta Hall, the separate plates fu;;e with the floor of the valve. 
T. utahensir and T. cyrtoformis from the Fpper Devonian of North America differ 
from the Queensland species. Nalivkin {1937 pp. 155-156 pl. 25 figs. 1-8) described and 
figured the species Spirifer sibiricus Leb. from the K8:ssin beds, Kazakhstan, of early 
Tournaisian age. This species closely resembl�s T. grandu externally, and probably belongs 
to the same genus. 
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Range:-The species has been recorded from one locality only. The associated fauna 
and its stratigraphical position indicate an early Tournaisian age. 
Tenticospirifer sp. 
Several poorly preserved specimens have been found associated with the previous 
specie'i. They are less pyramidal in shape, have a finer costate ornament and wider inter­
costal furrows. They may represent a variety of the former species, bUt poorness of pre­
servation has prevented their determination. 
Subfamily Munellinae Fredericks 1926. 
Diagno1i1 :-Characterised by dental lamellae· and the absence of a ventral median 
septum. 
Remarlu :-In his original classification, Fredericks ( 1926 p. 417) included seven 
genera: Martiniop1is Waagen 1883-smooth; Munella Fredericks 1926-costate; Eoreticu­
laria Nalivkin 1918-non-costate, lamellose; Reticulariopiis Fredericks 1926-non-costate, 
spinose, lamellose; Elivina Fredericks 1926-p!icate, costate; Gturichelfa Paeckelmann 1913 
.... Adolfia GUrich-plicate, fimbriate; Elivella Fredericks 1926-plicate, striate. 
These genera were grouped together on the basis of their apical structure, which 
Fredericks has defined as "Cardinali!". The genus Mucrospirifer Grabau ( 193 1 )  has this 
type of apical structure, and consequently it has been included in the subfamily. It is 
characterised by costae and closely spaced growth lamellae. Stainbrook (1947 p. 324 pl. 45 
f1gs. 17-20) erected the genus Strophopleura, and distinguished it from Mucrospirifer on 
differences which hardly seem of generic value. Should it be recognised as a separate genus, 
it too wiU belong to Munellinae. . 
Genus Mucrospirifer Grabau 1931. 
193 1 Mucrotpi.rifer Grabau, A. W., I, 2, pp. 32-33. 
1937 Lamellospirifer Nalivkin, A. V. XCIX, p. 152. 
Ge110type :-(by original designaticn) Spirifc•· mucronatlJf Conrad; from the Lower 
Hamilton Formation, New York; Mid. Devwian. 
Diagnofii :-Wider than long; ears mucronate; costate; sulcate, sulcus smooth or with 
a low median costa; strongly lamellose; ventral interior with short dental plates, no median 
septum; dorsal interior with short crural plates. 
Remarkf:-Mucrospirifer has been found in the· Middle and Upper Devonian faunas 
cf North America, and Strophopleura, a close]�, related form, has been found in the earlv 
Mississippian Percha Shale of �Tew Mexico. ).J"al iv�in ( 1937) described the genus Lamel­
lo!pirifer nov., from beds of Famennian and Tournaisian ages 10 Kazakhstan. However, this 
is a synonym of Mucrospirifer, since Nalivkin designated Spirifer :mucronatus Conrad as the 
type species. 
Mucrospirifer kennedyensis sp. nov. 
(Pl. II, figs. 4-7). 
Hoiotype :-F15l34, Univ. Queensland Collection ; from L1 197, Kennedy-Oaky Creek 
divide; 25.3£ x 47.8N Westwood Map; Tournaisian. 
DiagnosU:-As for genus; valves narrower; no sinal costa. 
Description: External.-The shell is biconvex and the- ventral umbo is weakly in­
curved over a linear area which is divided centrally by a triangular delthyrium. The 
mucronate cardinal extremities result in the maximum shell width occurring along the 
hinge-line. A prominent sinus, bordered by two large plication&, occurs on the ventral 
valve. The sinus is non-�ostate and its floor tends to be flat rather than V-shaped. Sixteen 
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to twenty plications are present on the lateral slopes, those furthest from the median sinus 
being smaller and less distinct. The rounded median fold on the dorsal valve is more 
rrominent anteriorly, where its crest is slightly flattened. It is bordered by two deep fur· 
rows. The surfaces of both valves have numerous, regularly spaced, concentric growth 
lamellae, giving the shell a very distinctive appearance. 
Internal.-The ventral valve has two small, blade-like dental plates which are slightly 
divergent and do not extend anteriorly for more than a quarter of the length of the valve. 
As a result of shell thickening and apical callosity, delthyrial cavities are poorly defined. 
The muscle scars are small, narrow and longitudinally striated. The diductors occupy two 
small depressions enclosing even smaller adductor impressions. No median septum occurs 
in the ventral valve. In the dorsal valve, a small striated cardinal process is situated be­
tween two divergent crural bases which rest on the raised portions of the shell, produced 
by the external furrows bounding the median fold. A low median ridge extends anteriorly, 
dividing the muscle scars. 
Dimensions:- Ventral Valve. Dorsal Valve 
Length . .  13 14 
Width . .  >18.5 >21 
No. of plications 18 20 
Height of Area 
Muscle Scar LxW 
Width/Length . .  > 1 .4 > 1.5 
11.5 13 
>17 >20 
20 18 
3xl.5 4.5x2 
>1.5 > 1.5 
12.5 
>21 mm. >20 
18 mm. 16 
2 mm. 
>1.6 
>21 mm. 
18 
(As the mucronate ears are rarely preserved, maximum widths of the specimens 
could not be determined.) 
Remarks :-Although similar in many respects to Strophopleura notabilis figured by 
Stainbrook from New Mexico, the two species can be distinguished by their external pro­
portions and different plication. It is most closely related to Mucrospirifer mucronatus var. 
posterus (Hall and Clarke) from the Upper Chemung group of North America. 
Range :-Its affinities with the late Devonian species of North America and its asso­
ciation with Tenticospirifer, suggest a late Famennian age. However, the occurrence of 
Dimegelasma in this fauna, and the occurence of early Carboniferous spiriferids generically 
related to Mucrospirifer, in North America and Kazakhstan, provide evidence in favour 
of an early Tournaisian age. Further, the field relations of the beds containing the fauna 
supports this determination. 
4. The Middle Tournaisian Fauna of the Pond Argillites-Chonetes Zone. 
Two assemblages are found in this zone, firstly that of the Avonia horizon, and 
secondly that of the Chonetid horizon. ·The first assemblage contains Sinospirifer morgan­
ensis sp. n., Avonia kennedyenris sp. n., Rugosochonetes kennedyensis sp. n., Camarotoechia 
sp., and Dimegelanna kennedyense sp. n.; two species. Megachonetes tenuistriatus sp. n., and 
Brachythyris davidis (Dun), occur in the second assemblage. 
ORDER PROTREMATA Beecher 1891. 
Superfamily Productacea Maillieux 1941. 
Family Chonetidae Hall and Clarke 1895. 
Genus Rugosochonetes Sokolskaia 1950. 
1950 Rugosochoneter Sokolskaia, A. H., XXVII, pp. 23-41. 
Genotype :-(by original designation) Orthis hardrensis Phillips 1841, p. 138 pl. 58 
fig. 104; from Hardrow, Yorkshire; Lower Carboniferous. 
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Diagnosis:-Shell small, weakly concavo-convex, transverse; ornament of minute 
stnae and hair-like spines; cardinal spines always present; muscle scars medium to large; 
ventral median septum small, low. 
Remarks:-Rugosochonetes was erected by Sokolskaia as a subgenus of Chonetes. 
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from the Lower Carboniferous (probably D zone) beds of Hardrow, Yorkshire. Other 
species belonging to Rugosochonetes include R. malevkensis Sokolskaia, R. upensis Sok., 
R. znamenskensis Sok., and R. laguessianus (de Koninck) .  In Russia, the genus extends 
from the base of the DC zone into the Cl zone, this range being equivalent to the Upper 
Fa mennian and Lower Carboniferous of Europe. 
Rugosochonetes kennedyensis sp. nov. 
(Pl. II, figs. 8-12). 
Holotype :-Fl5155 Univ. Queensland Collection ; from L1288, south-west of Kennedy 
Creek, 24.4E x 57.3N Westwood Map; Tournaisian. 
Diagnosis :-Shell small, moderately concave-convex; outline semicircular; eight car­
dinal spines; 50 to 100 costae. 
Description: External.-The shell is moderately concave-convex, semicircular and 
carries cardinal areas on both valves. Eight tubular spines occur along the hinge, becoming 
prcgressively smaller towards the umbo. The ornament consists of radial striae which in� 
crease anteriorly by bifurcation. The number of striae on the ventral valve usually exceeds 
40, the average being 60. Measured at a distance of 5 mm. from the umbo, the density of the striae varies from 17 to 20 per 5 mm. 
Internal.-The interior surface of both valves is papillose. Two small, divergent teeth 
occur at the corners of the delthyrium, and extending anteriorly for several mm. is a small 
median ridge, on either side of which are the muscle scars. These are usually so weakly 
impressed as to be almost indistinguishable. In the dorsal valve, a low median ridge ex· 
tends from the base of the small cardinal process. The dorsal adductor scars are . small, 
elongate-triangular and weakly impressed. Derital sockets, bounded by short cardinal ridges, 
occur on the hinge. 
Dimensions :-
Length 
Width 
Ventral Valve 
7 7.5 8 mm. 
11 1Z 1 1  11 12 mm. 
5.5 
8 
Dorsal Valve 
1.5 6 mm. 
1 1  10.5 10 mm. 
Remarks :-The dimensions and characters of this species, when compared with de 
Verneuil's classification (1845 p. 241) suggest that it is similar to Chonetes armatus Bou� 
chard. It is distinguished from C. nanus de Verneuil by its more convex ventral valve 
and lack of microscopic striae. Jack and Etheridge ( 1892 p. 263 pl. 13 fig. 9) described 
and figured a specimen from the Star Beds, Queensland. which they assigned to Chonetes 
cracowensis Etheridge senr. Examination of their specimen and of photographs of the halo­
type of q. cracowensis proyes that they ar.e _not conspecific; the former belongs to the ;tew spec1e� R. kennedyensts. C. cracowensu IS less �!�bose and more coarsely striate, and 
1s of Perm1an age. The occurrence of R. kennedyensu Ill the Star Beds suggests that marine 
beds of Carbonif�rous as ':'ell as Devonian age occur in the Star Basin. This species has 
also been foul"l:d m the Fa1ry Bower beds, Rockhampton, and at Hilldale in New South 
Wales. The age of the be-ds in these localities is late Tournaisian the occurrence of the 
8mmonoid Protocanites lyoni suggesting equivalence with the C z�ne of the European suc­
cession. A variety of the species occurs in the Cleioth-vridina -and Spirifer zones (of Visean 
age) in the 1vit. Morgan district. 
· 
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Range:-The only correlation which can be made is with the Tournaisian forms of 
Fairy Bower and Hilldale. It is comparatively wide ranging, being found in beds of Tour­
naisian and Visean age. 
Genus Megachonetes Sokolskaia 1950. 
1950 Megachonetes Sokolskaia, A. H., XXVII, pp. 42-46. 
Genotype:-(by original designation) Chonetn sib!yi Paeckelmann 1930, CXXII, 
p. 27+ pl. 18 figs. 2-5; from the Kulm of Rothwaltersdorf and of Altwasser, Germany; 
Lower Carboniferous. 
Diagnosis :-Shell medium size, flat to weakly convex; semicircular in outline; finely 
striate, 130-180 striae; 14-26 cardinal spines. 
Remarks:-Megachonetes was erected as a subgenus of Chonetes, to include M. 
siblyi and .M. zimmermanni (Paeckelmann). These t'"'o species are characterised by their 
extremely fine radial ornament and the flat nature of their valves. In Germany they 
occur in the Kulm of Rothwaltersdorf and Altwasser, and in Russia they occur in Cl divi­
sion of the Carboniferous. The genus appears to range throughout the Lower Carboniferous. 
Megachonetes tenuistriatus sp. nov. 
(Pl. II, figs. 23-25). 
Holotype:-F15 188 Univ. Queensland Collection; from L1 191, Duck Pond, Boulder 
Creek; 24.3E x 51.2N Westwood Map; Tournaisian. 
Diagnosis :-Shell flat, weakly convex; medium size; transverse; finely striate, striae 
with minute spine bases; cardinal spines small, slender, average 14 in number. 
DeJcription: External.-The shell is weakly concavo-convex and transverse, with its 
maximum width at or just anterior to the hinge line. The ears are slightly rounded, al­
though sometimes angular. A small ventral area is developed and it carries from 10 to 16 
spines. The dorsal area is small and the notothyrium is partly closed by the base of the 
cardinal process. The ornament consists of small radial striae, ranging in number from 
150 to 180. The striae are poorly preserved on the majority of specimens, but close ex­
amination reveals small spine bases set at wide intervals along their crests. Occasional con­
centric growth lines are present, but they are- neither abundant nor prominent. 
'e 
a 
Fig. 2a-The ventral muscle scars of Afegachonetes tenuistriatus : a addu_ctor scars; b. diJu�_tor scars; c median ridge ; d diverging ridges separating adductors from d1ductors; e l11nge hne. 
Fig. 2b-Radial ornament of JJ. tenuistriatus. Magnification 50. 
]nternal.-In the ventral valve two widely divergent teeth are present. Extending 
anteriorly from the umbo are three low ridges, one median and two �mailer ones sei:a­
rating the adductor and diductor scars. The muscle scars are weakly 1mpresse� and �n­
distinct. The diductors almost completely surround the smaller adductors. The1r relat1ve 
positions are illustrated in Figure 2. 
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In the dorsal valve a low median ridge extends from the base of the minute cardinil 
process. The adductor scars are siruated on either side of this ridge, and are small elongate 
impressions, divided into anterior and posterior elements. The interior of both valves is· 
strongly papillose. 
Dimensions:- Jlent'Tal Valve Dorsal Jl alve 
Length 8 1 2  9.5 9.5 9 mm. 1 1 .5 8.5 9.5 6 8.5 mm. 
Width ... 14 18.5 16.0 15.0 16.0mm 18 1 4  1 7  1 0  14 mm. 
No. of Striae 
per 5 mm . .  45 3 8  36 39 46 
w;dth/Length 1.75 1.54 1.70 1.60 1.77 1.50 1.65 1.70 1.7 1 .65 
Rema.rks :-The characters of this species show closest resemblance to those of Cho­
ncteJ shumardianus de Koninck from the Floyd's Knob formation, Kentucky, which has 
been equated by Weller et al. (1943) with the Tournaisian of Europe. De Koninck ( 1898 
p. 160 pl. X fig. 7) figured and described a species from the Carboniferous of New South 
Wales, assigning it to C. laguessianus; its dimensions are similar to those of M. tenuis­
triatus, but the riner ornament of the latter distinguishes the two species. The Devonian 
and Permian forms figured by Jack and Etheridge ( 1 892 p. 262) are quite distinct from 
this new species. Nalivkin (1937 pp. 136-137 pl. 4- figs. 1 1- 1 3 )  described and figured C. 
ischimicuJ from the Rusakov, !shim and Yagovkin beds of N. E. Kazakhstan. The external 
proportions and the fine ornament of Nalivkin's species are similar to those of the Queens­
land form. The Rusakov beds in which the finely ornamented specimens occur, are of Tour­
naisian age. Diener (1915 p. 6 pl. I fig. 3 )  recorded several species of Chonetes from the 
Lower Carboniferous faunas of Kashmir, but no close similarities can be drawn between 
any of these and M. temlistriatus. 
Range:-Early Tournaisian. 
Family Strophalosiidae fam. nov. 
DiagttoJis :-Non-costa.te in early growth stages; spines not restricted in areal dis­
tribution. Attached by pedicle or by umbonal cementation, for part of their life. Includes 
two sub-familiet� :-
l. Productellinae-attached by pedicle; shell small to medium; visceral cavity small. 
2. Strophalosiinae-attached by cementation of the umbo; shell medium to large: 
visceral cavity variable in size; cicatrix often present. 
Subfamily Productellinae Sutton 1938. 
Genus Avonia Thomas 1914 emend. Muir Wood 1928. 
1914 Avonia Thomas, 1., I, 4-, p. 259. 
1928 AvonW Thomas; Muir Wood, H. M7 III, I, p. 36 pl. Xll figs. 6-10. 
Genotype:-(by original designation),  Productus youngiamu Davidson 1860 p. 4-5 
pl. 2 fig. 26, pl. 5 fig. 7. Corrieburn, Stirlingshire, Scotland; Lower Carboniferous. 
Diagnosis :-Early stages spinose, costae developing at later stages; shell concavo­
conyex, rarely geniculate; marginal ridges short, diverging from the hinge-line; cardinal 
process small; median septum narrow; adductor scars smooth. 
Rem.arks :-Thomas (1914 p. 259) erected the genus to include forms characterised 
by an early spinose ornament later supplemented by costae. The shape of the shel� whether 
geniculate or non-geniculate, was not regarded by him as of sufficient taxonomic import· 
a nee to separate the two types of shell-form into different genera. Thus, in addition to the 
non-geniculate genotype, geniculate forms such as Avonia ba.rsa (Vaughan) are also in­
cluded in this genus. 
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Range:-Avonia occurs most frequently in the early Tournaisian beds in Europe. 
However, numerous species have been recorded from beds of Permian age in Europe, 
·Asia, South America, North America, and Western Australia. Thus, the range of the genus 
may be regarded as Carboniferous and Permian. 
Avonia kennedyensis_ sp. nov. 
(Pl. II, figs. 13-16). 
Holotype:-F1 5 l54 Univ. Queensland Collection; from L1288, 24.5E x 47.3N, West­
wood Map; Tournaisian. 
Diagnosis:-Small, concavo-convex, rarely geniculate; umbonal incurvature ' strong; 
spinose, later costate; marginal ridges strong; median septum weak; muscle scars non­
dendritic. 
Description: External.-The shell is concave-convex, the convexity of the ventral 
valve being accentuated by the strongly incurved umbo. The dorsal valve is concave, and 
rarely geniculate. Ears are developed, but are not prominent. The ventral valve is longer 
than wide, greatest width occurring at or just anterior to the hinge-line. The ornament con­
sists of concentric wrinkles and growth lines, the former being well developed on the ventral 
ears and over the whole of the dorsal valve. Spines rise from sinall pustules which become 
progressively more elongate towards the anterior, and ultimately form costae. Small pits 
corresponding to the ventral spine bases, are developed on the dorsal valve. 
Internal.-The dorsal valve is characterised by a small cardinal process, strong car­
dinal ridges and a short median septum which is flattened posteriorly. The cardinal ridges 
are almost parallel to the hinge-line and extend for most of its width. The dorsal adductor 
scars are divided into anterior and posterior elements which are non-dendritic. The interior 
surface is pitted. 
The interior of the ventral valve is not diagnostic, few characters being developed. 
Muscle scars are weakly impressed and no se9tum is formed. 
Dimensions:­
Length 
Width 
Ventral Valve 
15 16 23 17 21 14 mm. 
17 19 27 19 26 17 mm. 
Dorsal Valve 
17 16 14 20 mm. 
20 20 19 24 mm. 
Remarks:-The species differs from the genotype in its stronger cardinal ridges 
and less concave dorsal valve. From Avonia bassa (Vaughan) it differs in shape and in 
the finer nature of its costae. It resembles Avonia weberi figured by Yanishevsky ( 1918 
p. 132 pl.  7 figs. 20-23 )  from the Lower Carboniferous of F erghana. Paeckelmann ( 1931 
pp. 97-98 pl.  4 fig. 22) described and figured the species Avonia aff. schmidti from the 
Tournaisian beds of Karnal. This form is similar to Avonia kennedyensis, but differs in 
its stronger development of costae. A species from Fairy Bower, Rockhampton, shows 
similar characters to those of A. kennedyensis. 
Range:-The species has been found only in the Chonetes zone, of Tournaisian age. 
ORDER TELOTREMATA Beecher 1891. 
Superfamily Spiriferacea Waagen 1883. 
Family Spiriferidae King 1846. 
Subfamily Cyrtiinae Fredericks 1926. 
Genus Sinospirifer Grabau 1931, emend Tien 1938. 
1931 Sinospirifer Grabau, A. W., B, XIV, 3, pp. 231-249. 
1938 Sinospirifer Grabau; Tien, C. C., B. 4, pp. 1 10-116. 
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Genotype:-(by original designation) Sinospirifer sinensis Grabau 1931, p. 241 pl. 
28 figs. 4-6, pl. 29 figs. l-3 ; Lungkouchung beds at Hsianghsiang; Upper Devonian 
(Frasnian). 
Diagnosis : -Shell subequally biconvex; cardinal extremities acu�e or. extended; sinal plicatations include 2 primary ones; arcuate cardinal area; strong, drvergmg dental lam­
ellae; umbonal region thickened. 
Remarks :-The genus has been discussed in detail by Grabau �193 1 )  and Tien 
(1938), and further investigations have been published by the author (19� d ) .  Although �he 
genotype possesses an incipient median ridge in the ventral valve, the genus h�s been m­
cluded in the sub-family Cyrtiinae Fredericks, since no apical structure to .whJC� tha� of 
Sinospirifer could be equated, was described by Fredericks; and, as the med1an ndge JS a 
low, minute structure, and as other characters are similar to those of the other members of 
the sub-family, it seef!led logical to place the genus in this group. 
Until the present investigation, the genus had been found only in beds of Devonian 
age. However, its occurrence in beds of Lower Carboniferous age in the Mt. Morgan dis­
trict has been established. 
Range.-Upper Devonian and early Carboniferous. 
Sinospirifer morganensis sp. 
(Pl. II, figs. 17-!9). 
Holotype:-F l 5 173 Univ. Queensland Collection; from L12"88� 24.5E x 47.3�, West­
wood Map; S.W. of Kennedy Creek; Tournaisian. 
Diagnasis :-Shell length 2/3 width; ears alate; ornament of fine costae, concentric 
growth lamellae; sinus and fold weakly costate; microscopic radial striae superimposed 
on coarser ornament; dental plates obsolete. 
Description: External.-Both valves are of approximately equal convexity, wider than 
long, with alate, slightly flattened ears. The ventral umbo is slightly incurved over a high, 
linear area. The dorsal area is very small and linear. A prominent fold and sinus are de· 
veloped. The costation of the fold is obsolete and usually consists of 6 costae arranged 
according to the follO\ving sinal formulae:-1 - I - 1 - I - 2 or· 1 - I ·  2 - I ·  1 .  The lateral 
slopes carry rounded costae, separated by comparatively sharp furrows, and becoming finer 
and more crowded towards the lateral margins. When measured at a distance of 5 mm. 
from the umbo, immediately next to the sinus, they average 9 per 5 mm. Concentric growth 
lines are well developed anteriorly and laterally, becoming very dense on the ears. Suoer­
imposed on the microscopic ornament are fine radial lirae and concentric lines, which 
produce a cancellate appearance when viewed under a microscope. 
Internal.-Teeth and dental lamellae are more strongly developed than in species 
of Prospira gen. nov., but with age, the lamellae become obscured by shell thickening in 
the umbonal region. The ventral muscle scar consists, usually, of a large, diamond-shaped 
platform approximately 9 mm. in length, and 6 mm. in 'vidth. It is longitudinally striated. 
In the dorsal valve, small crural bases occur on either side of a minute, striated cardinal 
process. Shallow dental sockets are developed. The muscle scar is weakly impressed, and is 
divided medially by a low ridge. 
Dimensions:- Ventral Valve Dorsal Valve 
Length 20 20 .20 20 22 27 12 17 mm. !5 22 12 mm. 
Width 33 34 30 32 32 36 22 26 mm, 24 36 20 mm. 
Muscle Scar 10 9 - 7.4.5 mm. - mm. 
L X  w X 
6.5 
No. costae/ 
5 mm., 5 mm. from 
umbo 
10 1 1  10 
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Remarks :-This species can be distinguished from species of Prospira gen. nov. of 
the later faunas, by several features, viz.:-its finer ornament, sinal costation, greater 
length and more strongly developed sinus and fold. Specific differentiation of these spiri· 
ferids depends on the external characters, internal structures �(":ing comparatively constant 
features throughout the entire stock. It has ne>t been possible to equate this species with 
other forms found or recorded in Queensland or New South Wales. 
From Sinospirifer sinensis var. australis it is distinguished by its smaller median fold 
and shallower sinus. The costae are less well defined, both laterally and medially. The 
shell is generally larger but convex, and with ears more flattened. It has a smaller area, 
less umbonal thickening and less curved dental plates. Sinospirifer morganensis is inter­
mediate in character between the Devonian species, and the genus Prospira which is char­
acteristic of the late Tournaisian and early Visean faunas of this district. 
Range:-It has been found only in the ChoneteJ zone which is of mid-Tournaisian age. 
Genus Dimegelasma Cooper 1942 
Dimegelasma kennedyense sp. nov. 
(Pl. II, figs. 20-22). 
Holotype:-F1517i a, b University of Queensland; from L1288; 24.4 x 57.3N (West· 
wood map ) ;  S.W. of Kennedy Creek; Tournaisian. 
Diagnosis :-As for genus. Microscopic radial ornament. Hinge-line narrow. Ventral 
sinus strong. 
Description :  External.-The shell is subcircular in outline (maximum width occur­
ring anteriorly to the hinge), and its cardinal extremities are rounded. Both valves are 
convex, the ventral valve having the stronger convexity. The ventral umbo is slightly in­
curved over a high cardinal area, which is elongate-trisngular in outline and evenly curved. 
Intersecting the area is a large delthyrium, from the corners of which project small teeth. 
The ventral sinus is well developed, being noP.-costate and becoming broad and shallow 
anteriorly. On each lateral slope, six to eight low plications are formed. These plications 
are separated by shallow rounded furrows. The microscopic ornament of fine radial striae 
and concentric lines gives the appearance of radiating rows of fine granules. Bifurcation 
and intercalation are common in this microscopic ornament. The density of the striae 
ranges from 20 to 25 per 2 mm. A low median fold, which widens anteriorly, and 12 to 1 6  
lateral plications occur o n  t h e  dorsal valve. The finer striate-concentric ornament i s  also 
present on this valve. 
Internal.-Two short, divergent dental plates are present in the ventral valve. These 
plates remain bladelike and unthickened throughout the ontogenetic development of the 
species. Ko true median septum is formed in the ventral valve. The muscle scars are �mall, 
narrow and longitudinally striated, and are separated by. a low·ridge. In the dorsal valve a 
small median ridge supports a small concave hinge· plate. A vertically striated cardinal pro­
cess occurs in the central part of the posterior margin. The median ridge extends an­
teriorly for a short distance, and separates weakly impressed adductor scars. 
Dimensions :- Ventral Valve Dorsal Valve 
Length 17.5 1 8 1 8 1 5 mm. 1.8  14 16 mm. 
Width 1. 8  19 18 1 5 mm. 28 20 20 mm. 
Hinge 14 1 4  1 2 mm. 18 1.5 1 4 mm. 
Width/Length 1 1.01 L L 1 .5  1.4 1.3 
Remarks :-The apical structure of the dorsal valve and the fine surface ornament 
of this species are sufficient to place it in the genus Dimegelasma Cooper. It resembles the 
species described earlier in this paper, but is distinguished by its finer microscopic orna· 
ment, and smaller, more elongate ventral valve. No similar species have been found in the 
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Carboniferous faunas of Eastern Australia, but the genus is well represented in the Lower 
Mississippian of North America. It differs from the genotype, D. neglectum (Hall) in size 
and degree of convexity, but its other characters are similar. 
Range:-The species has been found only at  the one, horizon. Its age is  Tournaisian. 
Subfamily Brachythyrinae Fredericks 1926. 
Diagnosis :-Spiriferoid forms characteri�ed by teeth not supported by dental lamellae; 
neither valve is septate; delthyrial carinae developed. 
Remarks:-Frederick's diagnosis ( 1926 p. 400), published in Latin, was:-"Spiri­
feridae cum apparato apicati primario; carinae delthyriales, sine euseptoido (et eusepta)." 
The delthyrial carinae are the two thickened ridges on the under surface of the cardinal 
area, bordering the delythyrium, and terminating anteriorly in teeth. Three genera were 
included in this subfamily in Fredericks' original classification, viz., Brachythyris M'Coy 
1844, Anelasma Ivanov 19Z5, and Elina Fredericks 1916; the latter is a homonym of an 
Insect genus. Each genus was distinguished by. its ornament. 
The artificiality of Fredericks' classification has been discussed by George (1933 
pp. 4.28-429) and Schuchert and Le Vene ( 1929). However, the simplicity and the practical 
nature of the scheme has permitted its survival, and for these reasons, together with the 
fact that no satisfactory alternative is availablf! at present, it has been adopted in this 
paper. Its weaknesses are numerous, becoming more apparent as phylogenetic evidence 
accumulates; for example the three similar genera Brachythyris, Marti11ia and Reticularia, 
are placed in separate subfamilies, whereas genera so diverse in character as Reticularia, 
Spirif�r�/Jina and Ddthyris, have been included in the one subfamily. Such a classification 
is little more than a Key to Genera, and has no phylogenetic basis. 
Genus Brachythyris M'Coy 1844. 
1844 Brachythyris M'Coy F., p. 128. 
l90R Brachythyris M'Coy; Buckman, S. S., p. 30. 
1927 B·rachythyris M'Coy; George, T. N., pp. 106·1 19. 
1937 Ovalia Nalivkin, A. :-J., p. 107. 
from B
G
ofi:�J.PY;��6'ir�,rir��erdC�rb��i�)ro��irifer ovali.r Phillips 1836 p. 219 pl. 10 fig. 
5 ;  
Diagnosis:-Hinge line shorter than maximum width o f  shell ; area small, curved, 
�����
u�
1:
;
te:
a
�:!�o��d�
te, plications broad and flat on i<�teral slopes, deficient on fold; no 
Remarks:-This genus was erected by 11'Coy ( 1 844) to include forms with short 
hinge-lines and radial plications. The smooth forms he assigned to Martinia.. Buckman 
( 1908 p. 30) discussed these genera, and included some smooth forms in the genus Bra­
chythyris. Further investigations carried out by George ( 1927) resulted in the genera being 
defined as follows:-
1. Martinia M'Coy-smooth or only partially ribbed, (either on one valve or near 
the umbo) in known forms; hinge-line shorter than width of shell; mesial fold entire; no 
dental plates. 
2. Brachyth-rris M'Coy-Group A. B. -pinguis Group-Radially ribbed; hinge line 
shorter than the w1dth of the shell ; no dental plates; mesial fold divided by a median 
groove. Group B. B. integricosta Group-Radially ribbed; hinge line shorter than the width 
of the shell ; no dental plates; mesial fold with a median rib. 
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Analysis of these diagnoses, and of specific descriptions given by George (1927 pp. 
108-1 15) ,  will indicate the difficulties involved in the generic separation of certain species 
of the "BrachythyriJ-M arlitlia group, as both smooth and ribbed forms occur in both genera. 
Consequendy, it is impossible to determine the generic identity of certain forms which .are 
not found in association with an evolving plexus, since ornament alone does not appear to 
be an infallible- diagnostic. The development of a median furrow or rib is sometimes so 
weak as to be almost indistinguishable. In the following specific determinations, due to the 
absence of other evidence, the author has phced the species in the genus BrachythyrU, 
rather than Martinia, chiefly on the basis of radial ornament. 
Brachythyris and Martinia are distinguished from the Ambocoeliinae by their folded 
dorsal valve, and in the former genus, by the flattened radial ornament on the lateral slopes. 
Internally the groups are similar, but the Ambocoeliinae are characterised by an unusual 
distribution of the muscle scars. From Reti.cu!aria they are distinguished by the absence of 
septation. Phricodothyris is separated from this group by its unusual ornament, and, in some 
cases, by the incipient septation of the ventral valve. 
The genotype, Brachythyris ovalis (Phillips), was found in the D zone at Bolland, 
Yorkshire. In America ·the genus has been re:orded from the Warsaw Group of Mississip­
pian age, in Indiana and Illinois. From Malaya, Muir Wood · ( 1948 pp. 44-47) described 
three species from beds of Visc!an age. Yanish�vsky, (1918 pp. 137, 83 ) and Dikareva (1937 
p. 35 )  recorded the genus from Turkestan. L'>weneck (1932 p. 67} and Sergunkova (1935 
p. 20) described species from Tian Shan. The;e Asiatic forms have been found in beds cor­
related with the Visean of Europe. Two spec:es have been described by Rota! ( 1931 pp. 
86, 92 pl. 10 figs. 15-16) from the Beshevo o� Dl limestone of the Lower Carboniferous 
beds of the Donetz basin. This limestone has been correlated with the 03 subzone of 
England. 
Nalivkin (1937 p. 158) proposed the genus Ovalia, citing as genotype Spirifer ovaliJ 
Phillips, and consequently this genus becomes a sy"nonym of Brachythyris M'Coy. Two 
species, B sulcifua and B. atbasarica, were d::scribed by Nalivkin (pp. 1 58-159 pl. XVII 
figs. 1, 2, 7) from North-east Kazakhstan; the former from beds of late Famennian age, the 
latter from beds of early Visean age. Upper Carboniferous and Permian species have been re­
corded by Chao (1929 pp. 54-56) and Yanishevsky (1935), but in both cases smooth 
valves are developed, and it is doubtful whether they can be placed in the genus Brachy­
thyris. 
Range:-With the exception of B. sulcifera Nalivkin, and the smooth forms recorded 
by Chao and Yanishevsky, Brachythyris is restricted· to beds of Lower Carboniferous age. 
Brachytbyris davidis Dun 1904. 
(Plate II, figs. 26-27). 
1904 Spirifer davidis Dun pp. 323-324 pl. 60 fi-rs. I, la-f. 
1953 Braclrythyris campbelli Maxwell, p. 3 Nom. nud. 
Locality :-L1191, L1146, Lll4-5 (West·vood Sheet) ;  Tournaisian age. 
Diagnosis :-Hinge line less than great"!St width; longer than wide; ventral valve 
almost glol::ose; ventral sinus broad, shallow, faindy plicate: lateral . folds small, flat, de­
creasing in size laterally; teeth strong; ventral mm:cle area longitudmally striated. 
Description: External.-The ventral valve is strongly convex, with a prominent, in­
curved umbo and a curved, triangular area. The dorsal valvo is only weakly convex. In out­
line, the shell is longer than wide, maximum width occurring anteriorly to the hinge. On 
the ventral valve a shallow median sinus extends anteriorly from the umbo, becoming 
broad and flat near the anterior margin. The dorsal fo1d is more strongly developed than 
the sinus. Concentric growth lines are present, �ut a�e not promi�ent. Radial folds, broad 
and flat, are separated by narrow furrows. The smus JS weakly p!tcate. 
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!nternal.-Two strong teeth occur at the corners of the delthyrium. True dental 
plates are not developed, but are represented by dental carinae. The delthyrial cavity is 
small, anclo� on the floor of this cavity, the area of muscle attachment is represented by a 
rhomboidal, longitudinally striated scar. A median depression divides this area and extends 
anteriorly from it. On internal moulds, the appearance of geniculation is simulated, this 
being due to thickening of the shell substance in the posterior region. A zone of weakness 
occurs at the margin of this apparent geniculation, and many of the internal moulds have 
only the posterior region preserved. In the dorsal valve a small cardinal process is situated 
between the crural bases. :-.J'o median septum is developed. 
Length 
Width 
Dimensions:- Ventral J1 alve 
20.7 23 24.6 22.3 19.6 mm. 
17.2 1 9  20.5 20 16.8 mm. 
DorJal Valve. 
16.2 20 14.8 mm. 
17.2 19 16.8 mm. 
Remarks :-Dun (1904, pp. 323-324) recorded this species from Brushy Hill, near 
Scone, .\"ew South Wales, in beds of Lower Carboniferous age. It has not been recorded 
from other localities in that State. In addition to B. davidis, three other species of Brachy� 
thyris have been found in the Lower Carboniferous beds of 1-It. Morgan district. B. davidis 
has proportions similar to those' of B. sulcif�ra "\""alivkin from the Upper Devonian of N.E. 
Kazakhstan. The two forms are distinguished by their size and the degree of development 
of their radial ornament. Of the European species. B. ling1lifua (Phillips) from the . Lower 
Carboniferous of Bolland, Yorkshire, (see Davidson, 1858-1853 p. 59 pl. 12 figs. 4, 5; Phi\. 
lips, 1836 pl. 10 fig: 4). has several features which are characteristic of the Queensland 
species, viz.:-the poorly developed posterior folds, the strong medial dorsal fold, well de­
veloped area, equidimensional dorsal valve, and marked concentric lines near the central 
part of the valve. However, B. davidis has a wider hinge-line. 
This species belongs to Georg�'s Group A, characterised by B. pinguis, with its fur· 
row�d dorsal fold. The furrow on the dorsal fold of 8. da1•idiJ is never prominent, and in 
some cases. it may be entirely lacking. 
Range :-This species has been found in beds of Tournaisian age in Queensland and 
Nev.• South Wales. 
Superfamily Rhynchonellacea Schuchert 1896. 
Family Camarotoechiidae Schuchert and Le Vene 1929. 
Subfamily Camarotoechiinae Schuchert and Le Vene 1929. 
Genus Camarotoechia Hall and Clarke 1893. 
Camarotoechia sp. indet. 
Remarks:--Severa! fragmental camarotoechiid specimens occur in the Avonia Horizon, 
but they have been too poorly preserved to permit specific determination. The shell is �ub-­
triangular in outline; it is bi":onvex, the dorsal valve being slightly globose, the ventral 
valve being weakly convex and carrying a shallow median derression. There are appro1i· 
mately 14 plications on the \'entral valve, four to five of which occur in the median seg· 
ment. The ·width averages 8 mm., the Length 9 mm. 
This form is distinguished from the Famennian species Camarotoechia d. contracta 
by its smaller size, weaker medial depression and fewer radial plications. No exact corre· 
lation can be drawn from it, as only some of the external features are knmvn. The genus 
flourished in Eastern Australia throughout the Devonian and Ca1·bonlferous. 
4. The Late Tournaistan Fauna of the Neil's Creek Clastics-Schizophoria Zone. 
In addition to the sp�cies which will be described in the following pages, the species 
Rugosochonetes kennedy�nHs and Camorotoechio also occur in this zone although the 
former is less abundant than it was in the Chonetu zone. 
' 
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ORDER PROTREMATA B2echer 1891. 
Superfamily Dalmanellacea Schuchert and Cooper 1932. 
Family Schizophoriidae Schuchert and Cooper 1932 pp. 139-140. 
Diagnosis :--Biconvex, with dorsal valve often larger than ventral; ornament of cos­
tellae, often hollow; shell fibrous, punctate. Ventral interior marked by prominent diductor 
scars and median ridge, dorsal interior contains brachiophores with divergent supporting 
plates; cardinal process dalmanelloid; pallial sinuses consist of three pairs. 
Subfamily Schizophoriinae Schuchert and Cooper 1932 pp. 140-141. 
Diagnosiss-Lenticuiar or convexo-concave Schizophoriidae, not having numerous 
strong undulations or plicae developed at the front end of the shell. 
Remark.r :-The genera included in this subfamily are Schizophoria King 1850, Piono­
dema Foerste 1912, Orthotichia Hall and Clarke 1894, and Aulacophoria Schuchert and 
Cooper 1931. 
Genus Schizophoria King 1850. 
1850 Schizophoria King, W., 3, pp. 105-106. 
1932 Schizophoria King; Schuchert, C., and Cooper, G. A., IV, I, pp. 143-144 pl. XXIII. 
figs. 1 1 ,  16-18, 20-25. 
1938 Schizophoria King; George, T. N., and Ponsford, D. R. A., V, 4, pp. 227-245. 
1942 Schizophoria King; Bond, G., LII, 4 pp. 285-303 pls. XXI-XXII. 
, Genotype:-(by original designation) Conchyliolithus Anomites resupinata Martin 
1809 pl. 49, figs. 13, 14; from Carboniferous of Britain and Belgium, ranging from K to D3 
Subzones. 
Diagnosis :-Contour convexo-concave. Euseptoid carries the ventral adductors and 
separates the diductors; dorsal crural plates widely divergent; pallial marks consist of 4 
or 6 sub-paralle-l trunks. 
Remarks:-Recent work on the Schizophoriidae by Demanet, George arid Ponsford, 
and Bond, has resulted in the redefinition of the species of Bri.tish and Belgian genera. 
Bond separated them into two major groups according to the coarseness of the ornament. 
The type species, Schizophoria resupinata belongs to the group with coarser ornament, 
averaging 3 to 4 costae per 1 mm., measure.:1. at 1 em. from the ventral umbo. 
Range :-The genus ranges from Silurian to Permian, with a wide geographical dis­
tribution. The stratigraphical ranges of the vuious species are more restricted. 
Schizophoria aff. resupinata (Martin). 
(Plate III, figs. 1-5). 
aff. 1809 Co-nchyolithus anornites resupinatus Martin p. 12 pl. 49 figs. 13, 14. 
aff. 1822 Terebratula resupinata Martin; Sowerby fig. 325. 
aff. 1942 SchizopHoria resupinata Martin ; Bond pp. 289-293 pl. XXI figs. A, B, C. 
Locality :-L1148; 26.8E x 59.0N; Stony Creek; Upper Tournaisian (Schizophori.a 
Zone). 
Description:  External.-The convexity of the ventral valve is less than that of the 
dorsal. The hinge line is straight or very gently curved, being less than the maximum width. 
Fine radial costellae, which show a marked tendency to bifurcate, cover the external sur­
face of both valves. Scars from spines occur at the points of bifurcation. The number of 
costellae per 5 mm., measured at a distance of 5 mm. from the umbo, varies from 18 to 20. 
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Internal.-The posterior region of the ventral valve is characterised by a deep del­
thyrial cavity, sharply contoured umbonal cavities, strong teeth and oblique crural foss­
ettes. Two dental plates are well developed, extending anteriorly along the margins of the 
muscle area as low ridges. The plates diverge at a wide angle initially, but gradually become 
sub-parallel. The initial angle of divergence varies from 7T to 83'. The length of the plates 
from the umbo to the anterior limit of their basal extensions, approximates 16 mm., al­
most half,the length of the valve floor. The median septum extends from the umbo to the 
anterior margin of the muscle scar, gradually increasing to a maximum height at this mar­
gin, and dividing the muscle area. In addition to increasing in height, this septum is much 
thickened at its anterior end. The diductor scars occupy the depressions bounded by the 
median septum and the basal extensions of the dental plates. The adductors are situated 
on the sides of the septum. Anteriorly to the muscle depressions are two grooves which are 
sub-parallel, and extend to the anterior margin of the valve. Pallial markings are prominent 
on the lateral ma�gins. 
In the dorsal valve, a striated cardinal process, of medium size and with swollen 
elevations on each side, occupies the central posterior region. The brachiophore is supported 
by plates which are divergent, oblique and extended anteriorly along the floor of the valve 
as ridges . (punding the muscle area. This latter character is not strongly impres-sed. It is 
divided medially by a small ridge, and is further sub-divided by a pair of low elevations, 
extending · ante�r:tJ.� '/.:'�ally from the median ridge. Pallial markings are not strongly developed. :r-:.._�1 :. 
The structgfe of the brachiophore and its supporting plates is very characteristic. 
The brachiophore diverges from the side of the cardinal process and is supported by a 
plate which extends postero-laterally to the floor of the valve. A fulcra! plate extends from 
the edge of the valve to the brachiophore. thus dividing the cavity between the shell wall, 
floor and brachiophore plate, into two smaller cavities, one above the other. 
Dimensions :- Ventral Valve Dorsal Valvt 
29.5 29 35 mm. 33 16 29 mm 
37  44 3 1  39 mm. 46 26 34 mm. 
14 14 18  15  16 mm. 
13 1 3  1 6  1 3  13 mm. 6 8 8.5 mm. 
8 1 1  1 2  1 1 .5 12 mm. 1 4  1 3  15 mm. 
Remarks :-This form corresponds very closely to the generic description of Schizo· 
phoria given by Schuchert and Cooper ( 1932 p. 143) and to the specific description of 
Schizophoria resupi.nata (Martin) published by Davidson ( 1863 pp. 130-132) and Bond 
( 1941 pp. 289-293 ) .  Points of difference are:-
1.  Oblique brachiophore plates in this one, whereas Sthuchert and Cooper have re· 
corded vertical plates in their description. -
2. Pallial markings are not strongly developed. 
These differences appear to be of neither specific nor generic value. However, I have 
been unable to examine the holotype and so the Queensland form has been related to, but 
not identified with Schizophoria resupinata (Martin). The validity of Martin's species is 
still under consideration, application having been made by Stubblefield and Muir Wood 
(Muir Wood 1951 p. 98) to the International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature for 
the validation of Conchyolithus anomites resupinatus Martin as the genotype of Schizophoria. 
According to Bond ( 1942 p. 289) the holotype of Schizophoria resupinata has been 
lost, and in his work he selected a neotype, namely, that specimen figured by Davidson 
( 1 863 pl. XXIX figs. 1, la, lb ) .  As yet there is no provision in the Rules of Zoological 
Nomenclature which permits such selection. However, all the original holotype is no longer 
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available the  present interpretation of  the species has been based on the neotype selected 
by Bond. The horizon of the neotype is not accurately known, but the range of the species 
in the Lower Carboniferous of England has been determined from K to D3 sub-zones. 
Jack and Etheridge ( 1 892 pp. 244-245 pl. XI fig. 26) described and figured Schizo­
phoria resupinata from the Stanwell district. Examination of this specimen has shown that 
it is identical with the form described in this paper. The specimen which they figured from 
the Star Series, (pl. 1 1  fig. 28), differs in proportions from this species. 
De Koninck ( 1 898 p. 166 pl. X fig. 9).  Dun (1902 p. 80 pl. XX fig,. 3-9) and Ben­
son, Dun and Browne (1920 p. 345 pl. XIX figs. 10, 1 1 )  recorded and figured Schizophoria 
resupinata (Martin) from Carboniferous beds in New South Wales: Although their speci­
mens have not been examined, collections from localities where they recorded this species 
have been made, and comparisons with the Queensland fauna attempted. Only one schizo­
phoriid resembling the Queensland species was found. It corresponded in external proportions 
and internal dorsal structures, but was of greater dimensions. Other species were present 
in collections but none showed close similarity to Schizophoria aff. resupinata. 
Schizophoria sp. has been described by Muir Wood ( 1948 p. 25) from beds of Visean 
age in Malaya. This form was represented by one dorsal valve, the dimensions of which 
are similar to those of the Queensland species. No figure accompanied the description, 
and so closer comparison could not be made. Reed (1927 p, 40 pl. VIII fig.o ::,"' figured and 
described a species S. aff. resupinata from the Ta-shih-wo locality in Yunnan This form, 
which is of Visean age, is smaller than the Queensland species, but ��milar internal ven­
tral structures. Schizophoria resupinata has been recorded frequently r01. beds of Tour­
naisian and VisCan age, in Asia. In the Donetz. Basin, Russia, Rotai (I 31 p. 44 )· described 
this species from beds of Visean age. 
Weller (1914 p. 167 pL XXII figs. 1-6) described and figured the species Schizophori.a 
swallovi (Hall) from the Osage Group. This is the only form from the· North American 
faunas which shows any similarity to the Queensland species. 
The majority of specimens of this species, which have been recorded from the various 
continents, occur in beds of Visean age. Bein'? the type species, it has been given wide limits 
of variation by some authors, and many of the forms originally assigned to it are no �onger 
conspecific. Although the Queensland species is similar to forms of early Visean age, it is 
found in a fauna of Tournaisian age. 
Range:-:-Late Tournaisian (possibly early Visean). 
Schizophoria cf. resupinata var. lata Demanet 1934. 
(Pl. III, figs. 6-8). 
cf. 1934 Schizophoria resupinata var. lata Demanet, F., 61, pl. III figs. 6-8. 
d. 1942 Schizopkoria resupinata var. lata Demanet; ,Bond, G., LII pp. 289-293 figs. 33-34. 
Locality:-L1 148; 26.8E x 59.0N� Storiy Creek and L1289; 25.1E x 53 .4::\ ; Golden 
Gully; Tournaisian. 
Description: External.-The dorsal vave is more strongly convex than the ventral. 
The maximum width is anterior to the hinge line, which is straight and comparatively wide. 
A broad median depression on the dorsal valve results in a broad undulation in the com­
missure. The radial ornament is fine. averaging 4 to 6 costellae per 1 mm. measured at a 
distance of. 10 mm. from the umbo, The costellae bifurcate, and the scars of small spines 
can be detected at the points of bifurcation. Concentric growth lines are strong and fairly 
numerous. 
Internal.-The internal characters of the ventral valve are very similar to those of 
Schizorphoria resupinata s. s. The dental plates, however, are less divergent, extending 
anteriorly along the margins of the muscle scar. The umbonal regio.n is thickened by · cal­
losity. tending to obscure the dental lamellae. Two strong teeth and minute crural fossettes 
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are developed. A large median septum, carrying the adductor scars, rises from the posterior 
region of the delthyrial cavity, and extends anteriorly to the limit of the muscle impres­
sions, increasing in height and size. Beyond this septum, which terminates in a scarplike 
face, two parallel furrows extend to the anterior margin. Except for these, the pallial mark· 
ings are not distinct. 
Remark! :-This form is related to the specie� Schizophoria resupinata, being most 
similat to the laterally extended variety described by Demanet as S. resupinata var. lata. 
Bond (1942 p. 288) regarded features such as external size and shape as individual and 
environmentally controlled, and the diagrammatic illustrations in his figures 3'3 and 34 
suggest that the variations in external characters reflect the different varietal forms of S. 
,-esupinata. In the Queensland forms, the evidence suggests that external proportions as weH 
as internal characters may have changed from older to younger varieties ; the latter being 
less transverse in outline, slightly coarser in ornament, and developing stronger dental 
lamellae. 
The species recorded as S. resupinata by Dun ( 1902 pp. 1 1-12 pl. XXI figs. 3-9) from 
the Clarencetown district of New South \Vales, shows proportions and internal features 
similar to those of the Queensland variety. That figured by Jack and Etheridge (1892 pp. 
244-245 pl. XI fig. 28) from the Star Beds is more transverse than Schiwphoria cf. re· 
supinata var. lata from Mt. Morgan. This variety has been found at Fairy Bower, Rock­
hampton District, in association with a fauna o£ Upper Tournaisian age. 
Schizophoria swallovi (Hall) from the Osage Group of ::\orth America, though some·· 
what similar, possesses coarser ornament and less transverse outli.ne. 
Range:-Late Tournaisian. 
Superfamily Strophomenacea Schuchert 1896. 
Family Strophomenidae King 1841. 
Subfamily Rafinesquininae Schuchert 1893. 
Diagnosis :-Strophomenids with ventral valve convex. The relative form of the valves 
is the reverse of the Orthothetinae. Pedicle foramen supra·apical or apical. 
, Remarks:-This subfamily was erected by Schuchert (1893) and re�fined by that 
author in 1897 (p. 132) and again in 1940 by Arber (p. 162). The classification of the 
Strophomenid brachiopods was still in an unsatisfactory state when Arb�r commenced her 
work on the group, but five subfamilies were reccgnised, each defined by the nature and 
position of the pedicle foramen. 
Genus Leptaena Dalman 1828. 
1828 Leptaena Dalman, K., pp. 93-94. 
1893 Leptaena Dalman; Hall and Clarke, VIII, I, p. 276. 
1939 Leptaena Dalman; Arber, M., pp. 82-92. 
Genotype:-(by subsequent designation) Conchita rhomboidalis Wilckens 1769 p. 77 
pl. 8 figs. 43-44; Upper Silurian, Germany. 
Diagnosis :-Concavo-convex, strongly geniculate; costellate, concentrically wrinkled; 
ventral valve with apical foramen, long cardinal area; thickened margin to oval muscular 
area. Dorsal valve with large bilobed cardinal process and thickened adductor field. 
Remarks:-This diagnosis has been taken from Cooper (in Shimer and Shrock, 
1948, p. 341 ) .  The ontogeny and phylogeny of the genus have been described in detail by 
A;be; ( 1939, 1940). 
The genus �ias haJ a long, involved taxonomic histon·. and this has not been dis· 
cussed in recent worb. Dalman erected the genus to include the four species Producta 
rugosa Risinger, Productus depress a Sowerby, Leptaena euglypha and Anomites tranwersalis 
Wahlenberg. No type ·\vas selected. Subsequectly Dall ( 1 877 pp. 34, 41)  selected Producta 
rugosa Risinger as the genotype for Leptaena. This proved to be synonymous with Conchita 
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dwmboidalis \\"ilckens ( 1 769 p. 77) which has precedence. Productus rugosus Blainville 
1S25, with which Risinger had confused his species, was selected by �leek ( 1873 p. 73) as 
the genotype of Stroplwmena de Blaim·ille. Hall and Clarke ( 1 892 p. 280) regarded Leptae11a 
rhomboidalis and Producta a11aloga as conspecific; Davidson ( 1860 p. 102, 1858-1863 p. 170) 
regarded Producta a11aloga as a separate variety. 
Rangt':-The genus Leptae1za has been recorded from beds ranging from Ordovician 
to Carboniferous. 
Leptaena cf. analoga (Phillips). 
(Pl. IV, figs. 1-3). 
Localitit'S:-Lll4S Stony Creek; Ll l96 Golden Gullv; L1299 Stony Creek; Tour-
naisian. 
• 
Description :  External.-In contour, the dorsal vah·e is flat and geniculate. It has a 
wide straight hinge line and sub-auriculate cardinal extremities. A small linear dorsal area 
is present. The surface is strongly corrugated, carrying from 10 to 13 concentric wrinkles 
on the venter. Fine radial ornament is also de\·eloped. The characters of the nntral valve 
are not known. 
bUertuJl.-The cardinal process which consists of two divergent apophyses, is en­
closed by deep dental sockets. A depression at the base of the cardinal process separates 
it from the median septum which is formed by the union of two ridges which diverge from 
the base of the cardinal process and curve around this depression. The adductor scars are 
divided into two elements, consisting of a pair of large posterior scars with arborescent 
ridges which disappear anteriorly, and a smaller lower pair of anterior elements. 
Dimenrionss­
Length of \'enter 
Width 
IS 17 23 15 mm. 
.12 2S 4-6 22 mm. 
Remarks:-A specimen of similar dimensions has been found in the fauna from Fairy 
Bower. Rockhampton. Jack and Etheridge ( 1892 pp. 245-2-1-6) recorded the species from the 
Gympie, Rockhampton and Star River districts. Insufficient detail is revealed in their 
figures to permit close comparison. De Koninck ( 1 898 pp. 161�164) and Dun (1902 pp. 
7-!3) recorded a similar species from Xew South \\"ales. Examination of material from 
Clarencewwn and Hilld:!le, ::-.J.S.\Y .. has shmm that their species differs in size, proportions 
and coarseness of ornament. 
In Asia. L. analoga has been recorded from Yarious faunas of Tournaisian and Yisl!an 
age; Frech ( 1 899 p. 274)-Armenia; Yanishe\"Sky ( 1918 f'. 17}-\'isean of Ferghana : Gra­
bau and Ting (1934)-Tournaisian Kolaohoan Series. China; Tolrilachoff (1926)-Tour­
naisian and \"isean of Kuznet& Basin. :!\Iuir Wood ( 19-t-S pp. 58-59 pl. 1 :figs. 6-7) described 
L. cf. mudoga from Yi�ean beds of Sungei Terapai. :Malaya. 
In Europe, L. analoga is common in the K_ and Z zones of the Carboniferous. It is 
found in the epper Kinderhook and early Osagean Series in �orth America. 
Range:-ln Queensland, this species is restricted to the late Tournaisian faunas. 
Genus Avonia Thomas 1914 emend. :lluir \Vood 1928. 
Avonia aff. kennedyensis sp. nov. 
(Pl. III, figs. 10-12) 
Locality:-L1290, Golden Gully: 25.1E x .3"3 .4::\. West\'.-ood �Iar: late Tournaisian. 
Description: Exter11al.-The shell is concanrconnx, geniculate, and has an incurved 
umbo and well dewloped ears. The concentric ornament of grcwth lines and wrinkles is 
most prominent on the ears. while spine bases are irregularly scattered over the entire sur-
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face of the \'entral valve, becoming more elongate anteriorly, until they are finally replaced 
by costae. On the dorsal valve the wrinkles and rows of pits corresponding to the spine 
bases are developed. Neither valve has a cardinal area. 
/nurnal.-Musde scars are weakly impressed in the ventral valve. Other ventral 
features are indistinct. In the dorsal valve, the mrdian septum extends anteriorly for two 
thirds the length of the valve. ll is flattened posteriorly and carries a faint median groove. 
Small cardinal ridges diverge from the cardir.al process. The adductor muscle scars are 
smooth and differentiated into anterior and p:>sterior elements. 
Dim�nsions :- V �ntral Valt•r 
Length .... 31 mm. 
Width .. .. 30 mm. 
IB 
2B 
Dorsal Valve 
17 1 8 mm 
25 26 mm. 
Rrmarks:-This species is larger and has coarser ornament than A. k�nnediensis from 
the earlier fauna. It has been found at Fairy Bower, Rockhampton. No other correlations 
have been possible. 
Rang�:-Late Tournaisian and possibly early \'ist!an. 
Family Productidae Gray 1840. 
Diagnosir :-Costate shells; majority of spines restricted to flanks and cardinal region; 
attitude of shell during life usually not verti:::al; adult forms unattached. 
Genus Product�s Sowerby 1814 emend. Muir Wood 1928. 
J809 Anomius productus Martin, W., p. 9, pl. 22 figs. 1-3. 
1821 Productus Sowerby, ]., IV p. 15 pl. 307 fig. 2. 
1928 Produc&us Sowerby; Muir Wood, H. l\-1., III (I) pp. 35-36. 
G�notype:-(by original designation) Anomitn productus "Martin 1809 p. 9, pi 22 
figs 1 -3 ;  from Derbyshire, England; Lower Carboniferous. 
Diagnosis:-Costa.te, with spines on ears and flanks; ribs may be developed on vis· 
cera! disc; umbo incurved over hinge; brachial valve flattened, concave or geniculate; 
teeth, dental sockets, cardinal areas absent; o.rdinal process prominent, trifid; adductor 
scars dendritic in both valves. 
· 
Productus cf. minutus Muir Wood 1928. 
(Pl. III. figs. 9a-b). 
d. 1928 Productus minutus Muir Wood, H. M., III ( 1 ) ,  pp. 195-19§ pl. 12 figs. 3 a-c. 
Locality:-Ltl�8, Stony Creek, 26.8E x 59.0N, Westwood Map; late Tournaisian. 
Description:-Two external impression> of the ventral \'ah·e were the only specimens 
available for examination. This valve is evenly convex, with the ears projecting horizontally 
from the visceral region. The umbo has not been preserved in either specimen. Costae 
are fine and increase by bifurcation and occasionally by intercalation. Concentric growth 
lines are prominent on the ears. Two large v<:rtical spines occur on the cardinal slopes, 
near the angle separating the ears from the visceral region. �o other spine bases have been 
distinguished. 
Dimtnsions :-Width of Hinge : 17.5 mm. Width of \'alve: 15 mm. Length of Venter: 
14.S mm. No. Costae/5 mm.: 8. 
R�marJu :-P. minutur ranges from the C2 into the D2 subzone in Britain. The 
Queensland form has not been sufficiently well preserved to permit close comparison, but 
its characters are most similar to those of the British species. Of the American species, 
it shows closest resemblance to P. sampsoni Weller (1914 pp. 1 29-130 pl. l3 figs. 30-3 5), 
which occurs in the Kinderhook group. 
Ra11ge:-Late Tournaisian (Schiwphor"a zone). 
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ORDER TELOTREMATA Beecher 1891. 
Superfamily Spiriferacea Waagen 1883. 
Family Spiriferidae King 1846. 
Subfamily Cyrtiinae Fredericks 1926. 
Genus Prospira gen. nov. 
Gtnotypt:-Prospira typa sp. nov.; from Ll291, Stony Cfeek; Lower Carboniferous. 
Diagnosis:--Shell transverse, biconvex; sinus and fold small, smooth or weakly cos­
tate; lateral costae rounded; microscopic radial lirae . over entire sudace; dental plates 
short1 thickened; median septum small or absent. _ 
Remarks :-In an attempt to relate this group of spiriferids to an existing genus, 
Fuulla M'Coy was considered in some detail. It was erected by M'Coy in 1844, and was 
redefined b)r Buckman { 1906 p. 29) as follows:-"Wide extended hinge-line; ribs coarse later­
ally, tending to be deficient medianly. The type is in the smooth stage when nearly all ribs 
have been lost." 
The external characters giveri. in Buckman's diagnosis are identical with those of 
P.rospira gen. nov., but examination of the genotype, Spirifer fusiformis Phillips ( 1 836 p. 
217 p!. 9 figs. lQ.f l )  reveals that it is non-costate and finely striated. Buckman included 
the following species in Fuulla:---Spirifer trigona.lis, S. grandicostala, S. ornithirhyncha7 
S. triangularis, S. rhomboidea, S. subconvoluta, S. 1Jespntilio, S. avic·uia, S. strangwaysi. While 
emphasising the danger of separating genera sdely on the basis of external features, Buck­
man seems to have gone to the opposite extreme by grouping species which are quite di­
verse in external and internal structures. In the interpretation of Fuulla M'Coy, I have 
restricted it to forms characterised by their transverse outline and non-costate, finely striate 
surface, as seen in the genotype Spirifer fusifonnis Phillips. 
Fredericks (1929 p. 103) selected S. strangwaysi de Verneuil as the genotype of 
Brachythyrina. The other species listed by Buckman have been left by later authors either 
in the genus FuuUa or in the genus Spirifer. Prospira has been erected to include those 
species characterised by costate lateral slopes, obsolete costation in sinus and fold, micro­
scopic radial lirae and short dental lamellae. It differs from the species· listed by Buckman 
in its finer costae, less transverse outline. Intermdly it differs from S. vespertilio and S. 
avicula in its smaller dental lamellae. The genus is well represented in the Lower Car­
boniferous faunas of Mt. Morgan and Rockhampton. It has many features in common with 
Sinospirifer Grabau, from which it may be descended. The following characters, distinguish 
Prospira from Grabau's genus:---Obsolete· sinal costation, stronger lamellation; stronger 
lateral costae; more transverse outline; low, narrow fold, shallow sinus. The fine radial 
lirae are characteristic of both genera. 
From M1tcrotpirifer Grabau, it is distinguished by its weaker, less regularly spaced 
growth lamellae-, incipient or obsolete sinal costation, degenerate dental lamellae and fine 
radial lirae. Weak dental lamellae and obsolete sinal costation are sufficient to distinguish 
Prospira from Cyrtospirifer Nalivkin. Platyra.chella Fenton and Fenton differs in its coarser 
plication, narrower hinge and fine granular ornament. Brachyspin'fer Wedekind 1926 has 
a higher cardinal area and stronger costation. 
Rangt :-Upper Tournaisian and early Visean. 
Prospira typa sp. nov. 
(Pl. IV, figs. 6-8). 
Ifolotype:-Fl525l Univ. Queensland Collection; from LIZ91, Stony Creek; late 
Tournaisian. 
Diagnost's :-As for genus. 
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Dncription; Ex-ttrnal.-The she11 is biconvex and approximately 1! times as wide as 
it is long, the maximum width occurring at the hinge line. The ventral area is fairly high, 
linear and gently curved; the dorsal area is small and linear. Both are latera11y striated. A 
sulcus and fold are present, but neither are strongly developed. The ornament consists of 
Tine concentric growth lines, low rounded cos!ae and microscopic lirae. The sulcus and fold 
may show obsolete costation, but in most ca-;es the costae· are almost indistinct. The dorsal 
fold is bordered by two furrows somewhat stronger than the intercostal furrows. The num· 
her of costae per 5 mm. measured at a distance of 5 mm. from the umbo averages JO. 
btternal.-The bases of the dental lam�llae project anteriorly along the floor of the 
valve as low ridges which border the muscle scar. The lamellae are short and are often 
obscured by apical callosity. In the delthyrial cavity a small septum consisting of two 
lamellae, projects vertically from the floor into the apical callosity. It extends anteriorly as 
a low median ridge dividing the muscle scar. The umbonal cavities are almost completely 
filled by shell thickening. The adductor scars are narrow, longitudinally striated depressions 
on either side of the median ridge, and are partly enclosed by diductor scars. In the dorsal 
valve a low median ridge extends for several mm. along the floor of the valve. Dental 
sockets are bordered by the crural bases which are widely divergent, and the socket plates, 
which are joined to the crural bases by a divided hinge-plate. Situated between the latter 
is a small, striated cardinal process. 
Dimensions :- ventral r al·ve Dor.ral Valve 
Width 30 3 1  3 2  1 1  30 J.+ mm 2 1  30.5 27 24 
Length ..... .... . ...... ... . 2 1  19  20 20 2 1 21 mm. 1 5  17.5 17 
Muscle Scar, Length 7 8.5 9 
Muscle Scar, Width . 6 6 5.5 - mm. 
Heig!lt of Area 3 3 3 5 mm. 1.0 1.5 1.0 
Remarks:-The species has also been found in the fauna at Fairy Bower, Rockhamp­
ton. It has not been discovered in the faunas of New South Wales. 
Rangt:-Late Tournaisian and Early Visean. 
Prospira prima sp. nov. 
(Pl. IV, figs. 4-5). 
Holotype :-F15Z44a, b Cniv. Queensla"!ld Collection ; from L l289, Golden Gully, 
25.1E x 53.4N; Late Tournaisian. 
Diagnosis :-As for genus; smaller size; slightly coarser costae, stronger dental lam· 
ellae; dorsal fold weakly costate; transverse. 
Description: External.-The shell is bi:onvex, transverse and develops alate to muc· 
ronate extremities. Its umbo is slightly incurved over the ventral area which is linear, curved 
and striated. The dorsal fold and ventral sinus are more prominent than those of the 
genotype. The fold is well rounded, bordered by two strong grooves. and divided by a weak 
median tlmow; this furrow is not developed on all indi\•iduals. The lateral costae are 
rounded and separated by furrows of equivalent width. Very fine radial lirae and con· 
centric growth lamellae are superimposed on the coarser radial ornament. The number 
of costae per 5 mm., measured at a distance of 5 mm. from the umbo, averages 7. 
Internal.-The dental plates are shor4 divergent structures, joined centrally by apical 
callosity; the callosity probably conceals the delthyrial plate, the presence of which is sug· 
gested by the inwardly curved dental plates. The bases of the dental plates extend along 
the margins of the muscle scar, but to a lesser degree than those of the genotype. The um· 
bona! cavities are sharply contoured. �o median ridge or �eptum has been preserved in the 
specimens examined. The floor of the delthyrial cavity is occupied by the muscle scar 
which varies considerably in dimension, becoming larger and more elongate with age. It is 
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striated and is rhomboidal in outline. Differentiation of the adductor and diductor impres­
sions is not distinct. In the dorsal valve, a small striated cardinal process is situated be­
tween two small crural plates. Socket plates and crural plates are joined by a divided hinge­
plate. A small median ridge extends anteriorly from the cardinal process for a distance of 
several mm. The muscle scars are too weakly impressed to be distinguished. 
Dimensions :- Ventral Valve Dorsal Valve 
Width 30 22 22 23 25 3 1  26 rom. 24 18 mm. 
14 9 1 1  1 1  1 3  mm. 12 1 0  mm. 
4.5 2.5 3 +.5 4 5 mm. - mm. 
1.5 4.5 3.5 3 mm. - mm. 
Remarks :-The species is distinguished from the genotype by its coarser ornament, 
stronger dental lamellae and less thickened umbonal region. It has been found in the Fairy 
Bower fauna, Rockhampton, but not in any other faunas in eastern Australia. 
Range :-Upper Tournaisian. 
Subfamily Reticu1ariinae Waagen 1883. 
Genus Phricodothyris George 1932. 
1932 Phricodothyris George, T. N. pp. 524, 525, 546. 
Genotype:-(by original designation) Phricodothyris lucerna George 1932 pp. 546-
547 pl. 32 figs. la-d; from Lowick, Northumberland, Lo\\·er Carboniferous (D2 sub-zone). 
Diagnosis :-(after George 1932 pp. 524-525) "Brachthyrid, relatively brephimorphic, 
primitive in shell form. Spiralia directed more or less laterally; jugum or jugal processes 
apparently absent. Surface ornament of biramous barbed spines. Shell structure fibrous, 
impunctate. Internal plates usually absent, but progressive, frequently attaining the primary 
.and sometimes the basilary stage, but never the intermediate stage." 
Remarks:-The first species described by George (1932) occurred in beds of Visean 
age. However Phricodothyris has since been recorded from beds of older and younger ages 
in America, Asia and Australia. When he prop.osed the genus, George emphasised the im­
portance of external rather than internal features, the diagnostic character being the bira­
mous spine bases. The structure of the apical region was given lesser value. Whether or not 
-characters are of taxonomic value depends on their rate of variation relative to that of other 
characters, over certain time ranges. Neither George (1932) nor Prendergast (1935) con­
sidered the apical plates to have shown such variation. 
The genus has a wide geographical distribution and has been recorded from Europe, 
Asia, North America and Australia. It was most abundant during Visean times. 
Range:-Carboniferous and Permian. 
Phricodothyris lineata (Martin). 
(Pl. IV, figs. 9-10). 
1796 Conchyliolites Anomites (lineatus) \Iartin, W., p. 44 pl. 4 fig. 8. 
1809 Conchyliolites Anomites (lineatus) Martin, W.� pl. 36 fig. 3 .  
1 828 Spiri/er martini Fleming, ]. ,  p. 376. 
1932 Phricodothyris lineata (Martin) George, T. N., pp. 543-546 pl. 35  fig. la-d. 
Neotype:-(selected by George 1932 p. 544). A specimen in the collection of J. W. 
Tutcher from the D2 sub-zone of Treak Cliff, Castleton, Derbyshire; Lower Carboniferous. 
Diagnosis :-Transverse species of Phriwdothyris; incipient uniplication along 
terior margin. Apical plates variously developed. Other characters as for genus. 
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Description :  External.-The shell is biconvex, both valves being of approximately 
equal convexity. The umbones are evenly incurved and under the ventral umbo a small, 
triangular, vertically striated area occurs. This is divid�d by a wide. delthyrium. The s�ell 
is broader than long, maximum width occurring antenorly to the hmge _lme: The anten?r commissure shows incipient uniplication, and a tendency towards sulcatiOn ts apparent tn 
the ventral valve. _The ornament consists of numerous concentric growth lines and concentric 
rows of double-barrelled spine bases. The growth lines average 6 per 5 rnm. in the central 
part of the shell. Several Spines have been preserved and these range from 1 to 2 mm. · 
length. They develop small barbs. 
Fig. 3 .  Microphotograph of biramous spine base impressions. X50. 
Internal.-Extending anteriorly from the apex of the ventral valve are two slightly 
divergent dental lamellae. They are thin, plate-like structures, showing no indication of 
thickening due to the formation of callosity. They project medially from the delthyrial 
margins and then curve laterally, and on reaching the floor, they extend anteriorly as small 
ridges. A median septum occurs between the two dental lamellae; it consists· of a very low 
ridge sever.al mm. in length. The umbonal cavities are small and sharply contoured. In the 
dorsal valve, two small crural plates diverge from the apex. These are not strongly de­
,.�eJoped. The internal surfaces of both valves are radially striated. 
Dimensions:- Ventral Valve Dorsal Valve 
Width 26 30 29mm. 26 30  29 mm. 
17 17 16 mm. 1Z.5 12  12.5 mm. 
22 27 26 mm. 22 27 26 mm. 
6 9 
4.5 6.5 
Remarks :-This species has been identifled as P. lineata on the basis of the following 
characters :-Biramous spine bases; vertically striated area; internal radial striations· ex� 
ternal proportions. The slight tendency towards sulcation in the ventral valve is not �igni� 
llcant as George has recorded the development of incipient uniplication in topotype material� 
This species has also been identified in the fauna from Fairy Bower, Queensland, and from 
Clarencetown, New South Wales. Jack and Etheridge ( 1 892 pp. 235-236) recorded it from 
the Rockhampton district, and Dun (1902 p. 18 pl. 22 figs. 34) and de Koninck (1898 p. 
1 74- pl. 1 1  fig. 9) identified the species in the New South Wales faunas. In Westem Aus· 
tr�lia, Hos.king ( 193 1 ), and �rer:dergas� ( 1935) �ave recorded P. lineata from beds of Per­mian age m the Wooramel dJstnct. Th1s form drffers from the Queensland species in its 
greater size, stronger area and coarser ornament. In Asia, P. lineata has been recorded 
from beds of Vis_ean age by Grober ( 1909), Krenkel ( 1913) ,  Riviere ( 1934), Tolmachoff ( 1926), and Mutr Wood ( 1948). Upper Carboniferous and Permian species from China 
and India were formerly included in the genus Squamularia Gemmellaro. · Licharew ( 1934-
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pp. 1-4) proposed the new genus Neophricodothyris, genotype Squamularia asiatica Chao, 
for these Asiatic species. They are distinguished from P. lineatd by the absence of dental 
plates and by the absence of spines. 
Range:-The species first appears in the late Tournaisian beds in the Mt. Morgan 
district, and becomes more abundant in the early Visean beds. It characterises the Schizo­
phoria and Cleiothyridina zones. 
Subfamily Brachythyrinae Fredericks 1926. 
Genus Brachythyris M'Coy 1844. 
The genus has been discussed above, p. 2?. 
Brachythyris cf. davidis (Dun, 1904). 
(Pl. IV, figs. 11-12). 
Locality:-Ll289, Golden Gully, 25.1E x 53.4N, Westwood Map; Late Tournaisian. 
Description :-On!y ventral valves of this form have been found. It is strongly con­
vex, longer than wide, with the hinge line aporoaching the . greatest width of the shell. 
Radial folds are well developed over most of the shell. They become broad and flat an­
teriorly. Two weak plications occur in the m�dian sinus. Each lateral fold carries a faint 
median furrow. Concentric ornament is not s :rongly developed. The ventral umbo -is in­
curved over a small, arcuate, triangular area. 
Internally, minute teeth can be distinguished. The muscle scars are not strongly 
developed. Vascular markings can be distinguished as fine radial ridges. 
Dimensions:-
Length 
Width 
20 
21  
20 
19 
21 
16 
18  
20 
16  
21 
20 
16 
14 mm. 
14 mm. 
Remarks:-This form is probably descended from B. davidis from the earlier fauna. 
It belongs to Group B of George's subdivisions ( 1927 p. 107}, which is characterised by 
B. integricosta with its odd number of plications on the dorsal fold. B. willbourni Muir 
Wood (.1948 p. 86 pl. 5 fig. 25) from the Visean faunas of Malaya is slightly larger and 
more elongate. Yanishevsky ( 1918  p. 86 pl. 5 fig. 25} figured and described a species) 
Spiri/er aff. integricosta from the Visean fauna of Ferghana) Russian Turkestan. This form 
resembles B. cf. davidis in shape and ornament. 
Range:-Late Tournaisian. 
Brachythyris sp. 
(Pl. IV, figs. 13 a-b). 
Locality :-Ll289, Golden Gully) 25.1E x 53.4N Westwood Map; late Tournaisian. 
Description:-Seven specimens, all dorsal valVes, were the only ones available for 
examination, and so no specific determination could be made. The dorsal valve is weakly 
convex, longer than wide, and possesses a narrow hinge line. The median fold is strongly 
develop�d, carrying a median furrow which becomes less pronounced anteriorly. The lateral 
folds which are broad, flat and separated by narrow grooves, decrease in size towards the. 
lateral margins. There are seven to eight folds on each lateral slope. Concentric ornament 
is weakly developed. Internally two crural plates diverge �rom the apex. A minute median 
ridge extends anteriorly for a distance o.f 5 mm. 
Dimensions :-
Length 34 27 2 1.5 tnm. 
Width 29 23 19 mm. 
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Remarks:-This species possesses ornament similar to that of B. kitakamiensis Minato 
( 1950 pl. 1 fig. 10) from beds of Tournaisian age in the Kitakami Mountains, Honshu, 
Japan, The very wide hinge line of the latter distinguishes the two species. The specimen 
figured by Yanishevsky (1918 p. 82 pl. 6 fig. 1 )  as Spirifer bisulcatus and those figured by 
Rotai (193 1 p. 1 3 1  pl. 9 figs .. 1-5, pp. 78-79 pl. 6 figs. 3-5) as Spirifer varians and S. bi.rul­
catus, are the only Russian species which have characters similar to those of the Queens­
land form. B. subcardiformis from the Warsaw group of the Mississippian of Indiana and 
Illinois, North America, has the same type of broad lateral folds, but in this species the 
medial fold is subdivided into four radial compohents. 
Range:-Late Tournaisian (Schizophoria zone).  
Subfamily Syrin�othyrinae Fredericks 1926. 
This subfamily was erected to include the genera Cyrtinaella Fredericks, Syringo­
spira Kindle, Cyrtina Davidson, Syringothyris \:Vinchell, Davidsonella Fredericks, Squamu­
lariina Fredericks and Cyrtinaellina Fredericks. His diagnosis was as follows :-"Spiri­
feridae cum apparato apicali transili; lamellae apicales, lamella delthyrialis et syrinx, forma 
conjuncta-spondylium. Spondylium cum aut sine tichorhino." 
Genus Syringothyris Winchell 1863. 
1863 Syringothyris Winchell, A., pp. 2-25. 
1867 Syringothyris Winchell; Davidson, T., pp. 3 1 1-3 1 5  pl. 14. 
1868 Syringothyris Winchell; King, W., pp. 1-23. 
1913 Syrittgothyris Winchell; North, F. ]., pp. 393-401. 
1920 Syringothyris Winchell; North, F. ]., pp. 162-227 pls. 1 1-13.  
Genotype:-(By original designation) Syringothyris typa Winchell 1863 p. 6; from 
the Yellow Sandstone beneath the Burlington Limestone, Burlington, Iowa, U.S.A.,; Lower 
Mississippian. 
Diagnosi.r :-Ventral valve pyramidal, with high cardinal area; area with three-fold 
division into dehhyrium, cross-hatched inner region and horizontally striated outer region; 
median fold and sinus non-costate, lateral costae simple, crossed by faint growth lines; 
long dental plates, transverse delthyrial plate and sy�inx in ventral valve; low median ridge 
in dorsal valve. 
Remarks:-Syringothyris ,was erected by \Vinchell ( 1 863) although the characters 
of the genus had been recorded earlier by de Koninck ( 1 861 p. SO pl. 2 fig. 6) .  In 1920 
Syringothyris and related genera 'vere thoroughly investigated by North, who described 
the variation exhibited by the different characters. Except for shell structure and costation, 
North found that the diagnostic features were confmed to the ventral valve. The characters 
of greatest importance in specific differentiation are the height of the area, contour of the 
lateral slopes, costation, and the position of the syrinx and transverse plate. North believed 
that the transverse plate and syrinx originated as a modification of the apical callosity 
�uch as existed in earlier Carboniferous spiriferids. It was initiated in Middle Devonian. 
This opinion is supported by evidence from the Queensland species of Prospira and Ten­
ticospirifer. 
The genus Pseudo.ryringothyris was erected by Fredericks (1916 pp. 5 1-54 pl. 3 fig. 1, 
pl. 4 figs. 8-9), with P. karpinskii Fredericks as the type species, to include forms which 
possessed a '''pseudosyrinx". Examination of Fredericks' figures suggests that this structure 
is a primitive syrinx, consisting of a groove on the ventral surface of the transverse plate. 
In this respect it is more closely related to Syringothyris Winchell than to Pseudosyrinx 
Weller, and it is doubtful whether this Russian genus should be separated from Syringo­
thyris. 
Range:-The genus has been recorded from beds ranging in age from early Car­
boniferous to Permian, on almost every continent. 
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Syringothyris australis sp. nov. 
(Pl. V, figs. 1-4). 
Holotype:-F15268 Univ. Queensland Collection; from L1299, Stony Creek; Late Tour­
naisian; Other localities include Ll291, L1147. 
Diagnosis:-As for genus; area lower, curved; outline very transverse. 
Description: External.-The ventral valYe is strongly convex, but it is not pyramidal 
.as the cardinal area is lower than that of mmt species. The area is concave, and its three­
fold division can be distinguished. The apical angle is approximately HXY, the delthyrial 
angle 40°. Extending anteriorly from the umbo is a wide, shallow sinus, corresponding to the 
low fold of the dorsal valve. Both are non-costate. The dorsal valve is weakly convex and 
very transverse. A low linear area extends along the hinge margin. Ornamentation of the 
1ateral slopes consists of low, rounded costae, separated by narrow furrows, the costae de­
-creasing in size near the lateral mar)lins. Each slope carries from 15 to 20 costae. Con-
-centric growth lines are irregularly distributed and .indistinct. 
lnternal.-The dental plates extend along the floor of the valve for almost half its 
1ength, and are subparallel to slightly divergent. The transverse plate is situated at a 
-considerable depth below the delthyrium, and carries a large syrinx. Two strong, pointed 
teeth are developed at the corners of the delthyrium. Apical callosity obscures the apical 
'Structures in the older individuals. In the brachial valve a low median ridge extends an­
teriorly from the base of the cardinal process. Crural plates are strong and divergent. 
Dimensions:- Ventral Valve Dorsal Valve 
30 25 ?40 mm. 20 21 mm. 
45 43 51 mm, 58 54 mm. 
1 1  1 3  ?13 mm. 
Remarks :-S. australis has little affinity with any of those figured by North ( 1920) 
from the British Carboniferous faunas. In the Fairy Bower fauna, Rockhampton, two 
-species of Syringothyris have been found; one is a low, sub-pyramidal form with a high, 
-flat area; the other has dimensions similar to those of S. australis. 
The species Spirifer exsuperans, described by de Koninck ( 1 877, 1898 p. 195 pl. 1 5  
-fig. 1 )  from the  Lower Carboniferous of  Glen William, New South Wales, has  been placed 
in the genus Syringothyris by subsequent authors, viz., Etheridge ( 1 892 pp. 43-49), Dun 
( 1902" pp. 37, 87 pl. 21 £g. 18) and Benson and Dun ( 1920 p. 195). However, this species, 
although possessing some of the characters of Syringothyris, lacks a true syrinx. Etheridge 
(1897 pp. 43-49 pl. 6 figs. 1-7) discussed in detail the taxonomic status of S. exsupNans, 
�ut the subsequent erection of the genus Pseudosyrinx by Weller ( 1914 pp. 404-405) for 
the reception of such syrinx-less forms has considerably altered the interpretation given 
by Etheridge. Pseudosyrinx exsuperans occurs at various localities in New South Wales, 
in beds which have been accepted (on scanty' evidence) as Tournaisian in age. Examina­
tion of this species reveals that, besides lacking a syrinx, it is larger than S. australis. The 
gradual change which occurred in the apical structure of many spiriferids throughout the 
Upper Devonian and early Carboniferous suggests that Pseudosyrinx exsuperans may rep­
Tesent an intermediate stage between these earlier spiriferids and the later Syringothyrn. 
Two syringothyroid shells have been collected from the Permian fauna of Cracow, 
'Queensland, but imperfect preservation of the apical parts of these specimens has prevented 
their determination. Pseudosyrinx has been identified in the Permian Ingelara fauna by 
C•mpbell (1952). 
Diener ( 1915  p. 9 pl.  1 figs. 6-8,. p. 128 pl. 1 1  figs. 22-23 ) described and figured the 
-species S. cuspidatus from beds of Lower Carboniferous age in Spiti and Kashmir. This 
species is distinguished from S. australis by its higher area and different contour. S. lydek­
.keri Diener,- also recorded from these districts ( 1915  pp. 38-40 pl. 4 figs. 3-6), differs in its 
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higher, less arcuate area, narrow delthyrial angle and coarser ornament. From Spirifer tas� 
tubensis Tschernyschew, the species is distinguished by its lack of sinal costation, and its. 
more arcuate area. 
Tolmachoff ( 1924) described several species from the Kuznetzk Basin; S. ca�teri 
(pl. 8 figs. 1-2) differs from S. australis in its pyramidal shape; S. altaica (p. 555 pl. 8 figs. 
9-10, pl. 9 fig. 1 )  is similar to the Queensland species but develops a higher area. Minato 
(1951 p. 377 pl. 5 fig. l a-f) recorded S. tranS'I)ersa from the Tournaisian of Japan. It is 
rriore- coarsely costate and possesses a higher area. S. jumonjiensis Minato (p. 376 pl. 2 
fig. 0 also has a higher, flat area. Few species resembling S. australis have been found in 
the North American faunas. Syringothyris texta (Hall) from the uper part of the Osagean 
grOup differs in its coarser radial ornament, higher area and less angular - cardinal ex­
tremities. 
Range:-Late Tournaisian and early Visean (Schiwphoria and Cleiothyridina zones). 
Superfamily Rostrospiracea Schuchert and Le Vene 1929. 
Family Athyridae Phillips 1841. 
Subfamily Athyrinae Waagen 1883. 
Diagnosis :-Shell subequally biconvex, surface medially sinuate; strong concentric 
ornam_!.nt with lamellar expansions; dental plates, crural plates and hinge plate present; 
hinge plate perforated posteriorly; spiralium large. 
Remarks:-Generic differentiation of the subfamily has been based on the nature 
of the dorsal hinge plate and the brachial apparatus, the type of lamellose expansions and 
the presence or absence of septa in the valves. 
Range:-Devonian to Triassic. 
Genus Cleiothyridina Buckman 1906. 
1850 Cleiothy,i; King, W., p. 138 pl. 10 figs. I-10. 
1893 Cliothyris Hall and Clarke, p. 90 fig. 64. 
1906 Cleiothy1'idina Buckman, S. D., p. 324. 
1932 Cleiothyridina Buckman; Dunbar and Condra, p. 3 59. 
Genotype :-(by original designation) Spi,·ifer deroyssii Leveille 1835, II, p. 39 pl. Z 
figs. 18-20 (= Athyris royssii Davidson partim., 1858-1864 II, 5, pl. 18 fig. 8) ; from Tou.r­
nai, Belgium, Lower Carboniferous. 
Diagnosis :-Sub-equally biconvex; beak small; surface lamellose, lamellae bearing 
slender spines; dorsal hinge plate triangular; primary lamellae attached to crurae at their 
apices and for a short distance along their inner -f.afes; median septa weak. 
Remarks:-The genus is distinguished from Athyris by its long slender spines along 
the; margins of the lamellae, and by its triangular hinge-plate and the manner of attach­
ment of the primary lamellae. Actinoconchus M'Coy differs in its possession of radially 
striated concentric lamellae, and a strong ventral median septum. Hall and Clarke ( 1893 
p. 92) believed these radial striations to be fine tubular spines. The distinctions between 
these two genera are not well defined. 
Cleiothyris was used by Phillips (1841 p. 55)  as a substitute for Atrypa so that 
Cleiothyris was a synonym. King ( 1 850 p. 137) attempted to extract the na�e from 
syn�n:ymy by using it for an at�yroid genus whose type species was designated as Atrypa 
pectzmfera J. de C. Sowerby. Th1s name could not stand (Article 34, International Rules 
Zoological Nomenclature), nor could the name Cliothyris which Hall and Clarke ( 189} 
p. 90) substituted for it (Article 35a International Rules Zoo!. Nomen.). Consequently the 
genus characterised by Athyris royssii received its first valid designation when Buckman 
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introduced the name Cleiothyridina. This author indicated the genotype as Athyris royssii 
Davidson but this species was erected first by Leveille (1835 p. 39), and thus the geno­
type of Cleiothyridina is Spirifer deroyssii Leveille 1835. 
Range:-Carboniferous and Permian. 
Cleiothyridina australis sp. nov. 
(Pl. V, figs. 5-8). 
Holotype:-F15277 Univ. of Queensland Collection; Ll292, Stony Ck.; late Tour· 
naisian. 
Diagnosis :-Sub-equally biconvex, wid�r than long, weakly sinuate; strong concen· 
tric ornament and slender spines; weak median septum in dorsal valve; long dental plates 
in ventral valve; apical structures as for genus. 
Description: External.-The shell is sm1ll, sub-equally biconvex and weakly sinuate. 
lt is wider than long. The ventral umbo is in �urved tightly against the dorsal. The surface 
is covered with closely packed concentric lamellae which give rise to fiat, slender spines that 
are more apparent in the anterior region. Th� concentric lamellae average 1 8/5 mm. 
lnternal.-Strong dental lamellae, slightly divergent and bladelike, support two teeth. 
The ventral muscle scars are weakly impressed. The adductors are situated on small narrow 
platforms, the diductors in small, tear-shaped depressions. The hinge-plate is small, tri· 
.angular and perforated by a small circular a ?erture in its posterior region. The crurae 
form thickened ridges on the antero-lateral . margins of the hinge-plate. Dental sockets are 
"Situated between the crurae and the valve wall. The muscle scars form small, narrow de­
pressions separated by a low median ridge. 
Dimensions :­
Length 
Width 
Ventral Valve 
1 5  17 16 - mm. 
1 8  20 19 26 mm. 
Dorsal Valve 
1 4. mm. 
26 18 mm. 
Remarks :-Internal casts of this speci;o:s are similar to those figured by Hall and 
Clarke ( 1893 pl. 4.6 fig. 20) as Athyris lamellosa. Jack and Etheridge ( 1 892 p. 24.3 pl. 1 1  
fig. 15 )  described and figured a form which they identified a s  Athyris royssii, from Stony 
Creek, Stanwell, and which is probably conspecific with C. australis. Dun (1902 pp. 20-21 
pl. 21 fig. 17, pl. 23 figs. 12-14) and de Koninck ( 1898 pp. 172-173 pl. 9 fig. 6) desccibed 
Athyris (Actinoconchus) planoSulcata from New South Wales; this species may be the same 
as the Queensland form, but insufficient detail is shown in their figures. 
Muir Wood ( 1948 p. 55) recorded a species of Cleiothyridina from the Visean of 
Bukit Sago, Malaya. It differed from C. australis in being non�sinuate. Frech ( 1 899 p. 294) 
listed Athyris royssi  mut. tornacensis from the lower Carboniferous of Armenia. Grabau 
(1924. p. 224) recorded A. royssi� from the To·_uilaisian of Northern Persia and from the 
Visean of Tian Shan. Diener ( 1915  pp. 93-94 pl. 10 figs. 1-3) described and figured Spiri­
gera royJSii from the Tournaisian Zewan bedq of Kashmir. It differed from the Queensland 
species in proportions. S. subexpansa, figured by Diener ( 1915  pl. 10 fig. 4) has proportions 
approaching those of C. australis. Nalivkin ( 1937 pp. 161-162) described several athyroid 
species from N.E. Kazakhstan, but only one, Athyris tobolica from the Tournaisian Kassin 
beds shows any resemblance to the Queensland species. Cleiothyridina asinuata Lisitz has 
been described and figured by Rotai (1931  pp. 1 35-6 pl. 10 figs. 10-13) from the Donetz 
Basin. This species is variable in outline, but its size, proportions, and external ornament 
are comparable with those of C. australis. Of the American species, C. hirsuta (Hall) shows 
closest resemblance to the Queensland form. This species, found in the Warsaw-St. Gene· 
vieve formations (early Visean age), is less transverse than C. australis. 
Range :-Late Tournaisian (Schiz.ophoria zone). 
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5. The Early Visean Fauna of the Neil's Creek Clastics-Cleiothyridina Zone •. 
ORDER PROTREMAH. Beecher 1891. 
Superfamily Productacea Maillieux )941. 
Family Chonetidae Hall and Clarke 1895. 
Genus Rugosochonetes Sokolskaia 1950. 
This genus has been discussed above p. 20. 
Rugosochonetes sp. 
(Pl. Y, figs. 9-10). 
Locality:-LI294, Harry Gully; early Visean (Cleiothyridina zone). 
Descripti01l : External.-The shell is concavo-com·ex, with a. comparatively large vis­
ceral cavity. In outline it is almost semi-circular, the cardinal extremities being angular. A 
small cardinal area extends along the posterior tpargin in the same plane as that of the valve, 
and is approximately 0.5 to 1 mm. in height. The ornament is striate, the total number Of 
striae ranging from 55 to 7Q and averaging 22 per 10 rnrn. at a distance of 10 mm. from the 
umbo. Concentric ornament, although weakly deYeloped on the anterior margin, is almost 
indistinguishable. Eight to ten cardinal spines are present. 
lnurnal.-Two widely divergent teeth occur at the corners of the delthyrium, and 
are supported by thickened shell material under the cardinal area. A low median ridge 
extends anteriorly for a distance of 3 to 4 mm. On either side of this ridge the muscle scars 
are weakly impressed. The adductor scars are small and narrow, and are partly enclosed 
��piW�sel.a�� �i����r &ts�:::ur:h�fhth�rd:r��it�:tv�u�:r 0�� ����n0�. The imerior surface is 
Dimentions :­
Length 
Width, 
1 1  
23 
f' �ntral V alv� 
10 9 9.5 mm. 
20 18  19  mm. 
Dorsal V alvr 
8 7 mm. 
18  13 mm. 
Remarks:-This species occurs in an impoYerished fauna of early Visean age. It is 
represented by seven specimens in, the present collection, and consequentlv accurate deter­
mination has not been possible. Similar forms have not been recorded from other localities 
in eastern Australia. Closest resemblance has been found with the form figured as Chonetes 
zimmermanni by Demanet (1938 pp. 63-64 pl. 5 figs. 38·4-0) from the V3c inferieur sUb­
zOne in the Dinantian succession of Belgium. Chonetes sp. n. aff. longispinus Roemer 
(Paeckelmann 1930 pp. 251-252 pl. 16 fig. 12) from the Plattenkalk (Zone Ilia) in Germany 
has similar proportions, but is three times smaller than the Queensland species. 
Range:-Early Visean (Cleiothyridina zone). 
Ru�osochonetes kennedyensis var. ma�nus var. nov. 
(Pl. Y. figs. 1 1 -13). 
Type specimen :-F153 J l  Univ. Queensland Collection; from L1293, north of Duck 
Pond Creek; Visean (Cl�iothyridina and Spirif�r zones). 
Diagnosis :-Similar to R. kenn�dyemis s. s.� but with larger dimensions, lesser con· 
vexity and finer radial ornament. 
Ducription: Exurnal.-The shell is stronglr ccncavo-convex .• and is almost semi­
circular in outline. Maximum width occurs at the cardinal margin, the extremities of which 
are angular . .  A small area occurs on each valve. The radial ornament is comparatively fine, 
the total number of striae ranging from 50 to SO and averaging 38 per 10 mm., measured 
10 mm. from the umbo. 
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Internal.-The interior surface of both valves is papillose. In the ventral valve a low 
median septum, approximately 4 mm. in length, extends anteriorly from the umbo. Two 
small teeth are developed. The ventral muscle scars which are faintly impressed, consist of 
two small elongate adductors partly enclosed by larger sub-triangular diductor scars. 
In the dorsal valve a small median ridge extends anteriorly from the base of a 
minute cardinal process. Diverging antero-laterally from the base are two cardinal ridges 
which extend for two thirds of the hinge-line. The dorsal adductor scars are narrow tri­
angular platforms, with smooth surfaces, situated on either side of the median ridge, which 
terminates halfway along their inner borders. 
Dimensions:­
Length 
Width 
Ventral Valve 
9 10.5 8.5 9 mm. 
16 14.5 13.5 17 mm. 
Dorsal Valve 
6.5 7 6.5 mm. 
12 14 12.5 mm. 
Remarks :-Rugosochonetes kennedyensis occurs throughout the lower Carboniferous, 
and this variety may represent merely an environmental modification of the species rathe.r 
than an advanced stage in its evolution. It can be distinguished by its larger size, finer 
ornament and smaller areas. In size, proportion and internal characters, the form is similar 
to Chonetes sp., described and figured by Muir Wood ( 1948 p. 59 pl. 1 fig. 3,  pl. 2 fig. 4) 
from the Visean fauna of Malaya. 
Range:-Visean (Cleiothyridina and Spirifer zones). 
ORDER TELOTREMATA Beecher 1891. 
Superfamily Spiriferacea Waagen 1883. 
Family Spiriferidae King 1846. 
Subfamily Brachythyrinae Fredericks 1926. 
Genus Brachythyris M'Coy 1844. 
This genus has been discussed above p. 26. 
Brachythyris cf. pinguis (Sowerby, 1820). 
(Pl. V, figs. 14-16). 
aff. 1820 Spi.rifer pinguis Sowerby ]., III, p. 125. 
aff. 1858 Spirifer pinguis Sowerby; Davidson T., II, pp. 50-53 pl. 10 figs. 1-12. 
ilff. 1927 Brachythyris pinguis Sowerby; George T. N., 64, p. 108 figs. la-b. 
Locality :-L1294, Harry Gully; L1 147 Crows Nest Creek; L l300 Neils Creek; 
11301 Duck Pond Creek; Visean age. 
Description : External.-The shell is unequally biconvex, the ventral valve being more 
convex. The ventral umbo is tightly incurved over a concave, triangular area, and the 
dorsal umbo is also incurved. A ventral sinus which widens anteriorly, is divided by a low 
axial ridge. Eight to ten flattened folds occur on each lateral slope. The dorsal valve has 
a corresponding radial ornament, with a weak furrow dividing the median fold. 
lnternal.-Two strong delthyrial carinae diverge from the umbo and terminate in 
small teeth. The area of muscle attachment which is large, rhomboidal and striated, consists 
of two long adductors, partly enclosed by larger diductor scars., Vascular markings radiate 
irregularly from the posterior part of the valve. The internal structures of the dorsal valve 
are less prominent. Small crurae diverge from the umbonal region, · bordering the dental 
sockets. Muscle scars are indistinct. No median septum is developed. 
Dimensions:­
Length 
Width 
23 
33 
Ventral Valve 
25 22 
37  3 l  
20 mm. 
30 mm. 
Dorsal Valve 
24mm. 
30 mm. 
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Remarks :-In this form, the incurved umbo, curved area and average proportions 
are suggestive of B. pinguis ($owerby), but the median fold and sinus are less distinctly 
divided than those of Sowerby's species. The ornament, which consists of low, narrow 
folds, has not been well preserved, and so there has been some hesitation in relating this 
form to B. pinguis. 
Range:-Visean (Cleiothyridina and Spirijer zones). 
Superfamily Rostrospiracea Schuchert and Le Vene 1929. 
Family Athyridae Phillips 1841. 
Subfamily Athyrinae Waagen 1883. 
Genus Cleiothyridina Buckman 1906. 
The genus has been discussed above, p. 42. 
Cleiothyridina transversa sp. nov. 
(Pl. VI, figs. 5-6). 
Holotype:-Fl5309 a, b Univ. Queensland Collection; from L1294, Harry Gully; 
Visean (Cleiothyridina zone).  
Diagnosi.r :-Subequally biconvex, wider than long; sinuation weak or absent, orna­
ment typically cleiothyridinid; weak median ridge in dorsal valve; hinge-plate small, tri­
angular; short dental plates, long muscle scar in ventral valve. 
Description: External.-The two valves are approximately equal in convexity, and 
are elliptical in outline. The ventral umbo is incurved against the dorsal valve. Sinuation 
is sometimes developed. The entire surface is covered with concentric lamellae from the 
margins of which very fine spines project. The concentric lamellae average 20 per 5 mm. 
near the anterior margin. 
Internal.-Two short, curved dental plates diverge from the umbo and terminate ·in 
recurved teeth. A raised platform with transversely striated surface occurs on the floor of 
the delthyrial cavity. Anterior to the platform is a depressed adductor muscle scar which is 
divided medially by a low ridge. The scar consists of anterior and posterior elements. Di· 
ductor scars are weakly impressed and part1y enclose the adductor scars. Vascular mark· 
ings radiate irregularly from the umbonal region. · 
In the dorsal valve a small, perforated, triangular hinge-plate is formed. It is thickened 
laterally to form crurae which merge into the floor of the valve. Dental sockets occur be­
tween the crural bases and the valve wall. The muscle scars are narrow, elongate impres· 
sions separated by a low median ridge. 
Dimensions :­
Lt>ngth 
Width 
17 
23.5 
Ventral Valve 
16 15.5 mm. 
23 24mm. 
Dorsal Valve 
16 15 1 1 .5 15 mm. 
23.5 23 16 21 mm. 
Remarks:-The shape and outline of this species are similar to those of C. expama 
(Phillips, 1836 p. 220 pl. 10 fig. 18) ,  but it has weaker ornament with finer spines project· 
ing from the lamellae. Grabau (1924 pp. 226; 232, 233)  records the species Athyris expansa 
from Kwen Lun and Tien Shan, where it is associated with faunas of Visean age. Yanish­
evskv described the same species in the Visean fauna of Ferghana. No similar forms have 
been recorded from the faunas of the Donetz Basin and Kazakhstan. C. tran.rversa sp. n. 
shows closest resemblance to C. sublamellosa from the Chester series in North America. 
Range:-Early Visean (Cleiothyridina zone) .  
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Cleiothyridina sp. 
(Pl. V, figs. 17 a-b). 
Locality:-Ll294, Harry Gully; early Visean. 
Description:--Only the dorsal valve of this species has been found. It is sub-ovate 
a:Ad strongly convex. Prominent concentric lamellae carry the typical spinose extensions. 
Internally a small hinge-plate and crura are developed. The muscle scar is narrow and stri­
ated longitudinally. It occupies a depressed area which is  divided medially by a low ridge. 
Vascular markings radiate irregularly from the posterior region of the valve. 
Dimensions :-Length 16 mm., width 21 mm. 
Remark.r :-The species occurs in association with C. tramversa, from which it is dis­
tinguished by its stronger convexity, less transverse outline and coarser spinose expansions. 
It differs from C. australis in its smaller hinge plate, smaller, depressed muscle scar, and 
slightly coarser ornament. 
Cleiothyridina biconvexa sp. nov. 
(Pl. VI, figs. 1-4). 
Holotype :-Fl5305 C"niv. Queensland Collection ; from L1293, north of Duck Pond 
Creek; Vi sCan. 
Diagnosis :-Equally biconvex, weakly sinuate, transverse; small dental plates no 
ventral septum; hinge-plate small; ornament dense, spines numerous. 
- ' 
Description: External.-The shell is strongly biconvex, developing a faint median de­
pression on the ventral valve and a corresponding low dorsal fold. It is transversely elliptical 
in outline. Both umbones are tightly incurved, partly concealing the apical foramen. Typical 
cleiothyridinid ornament is developed-flat, sle-nder spines and numerous concentric lam­
ellae. The lamellae average 25 to 30 per 5 mm. near the anterior margin. 
Internal.-In the ventral valve two short dental plates are developed, the bases of 
which extend along the valve floor for apprm.imately 2.5 mm. The muscle scars are faintly 
impressed and form a tear-shaped depression which extends anteriorly between the dental 
plates for more than half the length of the valve. A minute median ridge divides the muscle 
area. A small hinge-plate, bordered by the crural bases, occurs in the dorsal valve. Rising 
under the hinge-plate and extending anteriorly through the muscle scar is a small median 
septum. 
Dimensions:-
Length 
Width 
12 
16  
Ventral V al've 
10.5 1 1 .5 mm. 
16 17 mm. 
Dorsal Valve 
1 1 .5 12.1 8 mm. 
16  17 12  mm. 
Remarks :-The species is characterised by its strong biconvexity, transverse outline 
and dense concentric ornament. It is abundant in the Cleiothyridina zone and persists, in 
smaller numbers, into the Spirifer zone. It shows little resemblance to any of the species 
previously described from Eastern Australia by Jack and Etheridge - ( 1892), de Koninck 
(1898) and Dun ( 1902). It is smaller than the form described by Jvluir Wood ( 194-8 p. 55 )  
from the  Visean of Malaya. Athvris pectinifera var. minima described by Gorsky and 
Timofeeva ( 1939 pp. 64, 127 pl. 3 fig. 16) from the Visean fauna of the Kizel District, 
Russia, has proportions and ornament similar to those of C. bicon-uexa, but usually attains 
only half its size. Of the English species, it i3 most similar to C. expansa (Phillips ) ,  but 
rarely develops the same dimensions as this species; also, it is more globose and has finer 
.concentric ornament. 
Range:-VisCan (Cieiothyridina and Spirifer zones) .  
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6. The Late Visean Fauna of the Neil's ·Creek Clastics-Spirijer Zone. 
The following species, which have been described earlier, also occur in this fauna:­
Rugosochonetes kenned'yensis var. magnus, Brachythyris aff. pinguis and Cleiothyridina 
biconvexa. In addition. Spirifer cf. liangchowensis is found. 
ORDER TELOTREMATA Beecher 1891. 
Superfamily Spiriferacea Waagen 1883. 
Family Spiriferidae King 1846. 
Subfamily Elythinae Fredericks 1926. 
Genus Spirifer Sowerby 1816. 
18 16 Spirifer Sowerby, ]. .  III, p. 271 pl. 125. 
Genotype :--(by designation of the International Commission on Zoological Nomen­
clature, opinion 100) Anomites striatus 1viartin 1793, 1809 pl. 23 figs. 1-3; from Castleton, 
Derbyshire; Lower Carboniferous. (The holotype of Anomites striatus Martin has been 
lost. 
Diagnosis :-Shell sub-equally biconvex, wider than long; maximum width at hinge· 
line; area linear, curved; median fold and sinus developed; costate; internals unknown. 
Remarks :-The genus Spirifer has received numerous interpretations since its erec­
tion by Sowerby, and now that the holotype of the type species has been lost, correct in­
terpretation of the genus becomes almost impossible. Because of this, several taxonomic 
problems have arisen, among which is the ca�'e of Trigo1t'Otreta KOnig andNeospirifer Fred­
ericks. Trigonotreta was proposed by KOnig ( 1 825 p. 3 pl. 3 figs. 70-71 )  and T. stokesii 
KOnig was selected subsequently by King ( 1 850 p. 126) as the genotype. In 1924 (p. 31 1 )  
Fredericks erected the genus Neospirifer, selecting Spirifer fascige1' Keyserling as the geno­
type. Workers since King have placed Trigonotreta in the synonymy of Spirijer, and -since 
the erection of Neospirifer, fasciculate spiriferids having the internal structures supposedly 
the same as those of Spirifer (the internal features of Spirifer striatus Martin have never ' 
been aescribed), have been placed in Neospirifn. Since the distinction of the two genera 
can be based on the external characters only, the fasciculate ornament of Neospirifer must 
be of generic significance, as the other external features are similar to those of Spirifer 
s.s. If such is the case, then Neospirifer is a synonym of Trigonotreta as the latter is di�­
tinguished from Spirifer by this very character. 
Furthermore, the genotype selected by Fredericks (Spirifer fasciger Keysetling), is 
based on three syntypes, two of Which are non-fasciculate forms, and all three of which 
differ in outline. If one of the non-fasciculate forms is selected as the lectotype, Spirifer 
f�sciger Keyserling would then belong to the genus Spirifer. On the other hand, if the fas­
Ciculate form were selected, it would belong to Trigonotreta. In either case, Neospirifer is 
a synonym. 
If this situation is recognised, then rejection Of the name N eospirifer would probably 
cause further _ confusion. Ne\;ertheless, Trigonotreta has precedence unless the rUle of priority 
is suspended in this case. 
Spirifer cf. Uang,chowensiS Chao. 
(Pl. VI, figs. 7-10). 
Gf. 1929 Spirifer liangchowensis Chao, Y. T., B. XI, 1, pp. 6-8 pl. 1 figs. 1-7. 
' Locality:-L1295 Duck Pond Creek; Visean . 
. Description: . External.-:-'I_'he she,ll _ is sub-e9ually bic�nve::c, a�d is semi-elliptical in outlme. A curved lmear area IS tntti!tsected· by a W1de·delthyrrum. A 'broad sinus-·is',.developed 
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on the ventral valve with a corresponding fold on the dorsal valve. The dorsal area is low 
and linear. Slender costae increase by bifurcation and intercalation. but there is no evidence 
of fasciculation. Sinal and lateral costae · are similar. There are from 55 to 70 along the 
shell margin. 
Internal.-In the ventral vah·e two short, thick, divergent dent,al plates extend from 
the floor of the valve floor to the margins of the delthyrium. Their bases extend anteriorly 
as low ridges enclosing the oval muscle scar. In the delthyrial cavity, the inner sides of 
the dental plates are so thickened as to come in contact, forming a horizontal junction 
between the plates immediately above the posterior margin of the muscle scar. The surface 
of the scar is marked by transverse, flexuous lines. In the dorsal valve, a vertically striated 
cardinal process is situated between crural plates which border the dental sockets. A low 
median ridge extends f�om the base of the process. 
Dimt'1tsiolts :-
Length 
Width 
Ventral T"af.:·c 
H +0 30 29 mm. 
56 :i7 +3 38 mm. 
Dorsal rah.,e 
37 3 3  mm. 
5 1  54 mm. 
Remarks :-The Queensland species can be distin!!uished from the Chinese one by 
its lesser convexity and lack of incipient fasciculation. which according to Chao, is developed 
in his species, although figures of S. liangchowensis fail to reveal this character. From S. 
pristimu of the 1-Iiddle Carboniferous Neerkol fauna, it is distinguished by its smaller size. 
finer costation, weaker tet.•th and dental plate�. and more sharply defined umbonal cavities. 
Of the species figured by 11uir \Yood from the \'ist!an of Malaya, it shows closest resemb� 
lance to Spirifer Sl�· (p. 52 rl. 8 fig. 6). altho:1gh, due to paucity of material. accurate com­
parison of the two forms has not been possible. Yanishevsky (1918 p. 79 pl. 6 fig. 3 ,  pl. 
8 fig. 1 )  described and figured the species S. attenuattlS (Sowerby) from the Visean fauna 
of Ferghana. It resemble� the Queensland species in ornament, but has a deeper, more 
sharply defined sulcus. 
Ra11ge:-Yis6an (Spiri.fer zone) .  
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VII. EXPLANATION TO PLATES. 
Plate I 
Fauna of the C)lrtospirifrr Zone (Frasniau). 
Pf(xlacll!lla cl. lachrymosa Conr�td. 
Loc�tlity: Dee River, 27.3E. I 49.3N, Westwood Map. 
fig. 1. Fl5l04 Plasticine model of the dorsal vlllve. I 1.2. 
Fig. 2. Fl5IOB Uternlli impression of the dorsal v�tlve. x 1.2. 
Fig. J. FI5106 Plasticine model of ventral valve; exterrutl lateral view. x 12. 
Fig. 4. Fl5107 Internal impression of ventral vah·e showing the marginal flange . .J 12. 
C-yrtospirifrr rddi Maxwell. 
Locality: Railway cutting, Dee River, 28.6E x 47.6N, Westwood Map. 
Fig. 5. Fl5101 Internal impression of the ventral vah·e. 
Fig. 6. Fl5103 Plasticine model ol ventral valve. I 1.2 
Fauna of the Sulcatospir'i/l!r Zone (Famennian). 
Comarotol!cltia cf. contracta Hall and Clarke. 
Loulity: Golden Gully, 26JE :1 5J.2N, Westwood Map. 
Fig. 7. F1511J Plasticine model of anterior region. 
Fig. 8. F15109 a. External impression of the ventral valve. 
b. Plasticine model of the ventral valve x 1.2. 
Fig. 9. F15111 Internal impression of the donal valve. 
Fig. 10. fl5110 Plasticine model showins the anterior margin of shell. x 1.2. 
Fig. ll. FI5113 Plasticine model of anterior margin. x 1.2. 
Fig. 12. Fl5ll4 Dorsal valve and ventral umbo (plasticine model) .  
Sulcatorpiri/" primus sp.  nov. 
Same locality. 
Fig. IJ. Fl5118 Holotype. a. Internal impression of the ventral valve. I 1.2. 
b. External impression of the ventr<ol valve, enlarged to show the lamellose-pustulose· 
costate ornament. I 3. 
Fig. 14. Fl5117 External impression of the dorsal valve and ventral area and umbo. 
Fig. 15. Fl52Z2 Plasticine model of ;nterlor region of sl::eJI. 
Fig. 16. F15221 Internal impression of ventral valve. J. 1.2. 
Fauna of the Tl!nticospirifer Zone (Early Tournaisian).  
Ttntieospiri[tr gralfliis sp. nov. 
Locality: Kennedy.()aky Creek Divide, 2S.JE x 47 SN, Westwood Map. 
Fig. 17. F15123 Holotype. a. Plasticine model of the dorsal valve and ventral area. 
b, Internal impression of same specimen. 
Fig. 18. Fl51Z2 Internal impression of the shell showing the dor�l valve and the ventral area_ (partly reron­
nructed. 
Plate II 
Di'lf!rgtltiJma l!ltgarrte sp. nov. 
Locality: Kennedy.Oaky Creek Divide, ZSJE :1. 47.8N, Westwood Map. 
Fis: l. Fl5130 Holotype. a. Internal impression of the ventral v;lve. 
b. Plasticine model of ventral exterior. x 1.5. 
Fig. 2. Fl5129 Part of external impression showins lirate-cost.ue ornament of shell x 7. 
rJ8. 3. F15128b Internal impression of the VCDtu.) Vilh-e. 
Mucrospiri{l!r knt111!dymsi.r sp. nov. 
Same locality. 
Fig. '· Fl5134 Holotype. Internal impression of the �ntral valve I 1.2 
Fig. 5. F15138 Plasticine model of ventral enerior 1howing lamellose ornament. :x 1.4. 
Fig. 6. F15135 Plasticine model of posterior region of shell x 1.._. 
Fig. 7. F15133 Internal impression of dorsal valve. 
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F�una of the; Chonttn Zone (Middle Tournaisian). 
R��.gosochotutts kcntudyctuis sp. nov. 
Locality: S.W. of Kennedy Creek, Ll288, 24.4E x 57.3N, Westwood Map. 
Fig. 8. Fl5157 External impression of the ventral valve. x 2. 
Fig. 9. Fl5155 a. He.lotype. lmpressirm of the ventral valve. J 1.2. 
b. Plasticine model of ventral valve X 1.2. 
Fig. 10. F15166 Internal impression of the ventral valve x 1.2. 
Fig. 11. Fl5156 External impression of the dorsal valve, 
Fig. 12. FI5165 External impression of the dorsal valve 
Aooni4 lunncdycnsi5 sp. nov. 
Same locality. 
Fig. lJ. F15 148 Internal impression of the ventral valve. 
Fig. 14. Fl5144 External impression of the donal valve. 
Fig. IS. Fl5154 Holm:ype. a. Plasticine model of dorsal ir.terior. 
b. Internal impression of dorsal valve. 
Fig. 16. Fl5147 Internal impression of the ventral valve. 
Sinospiri/tr morganrnsis sp. nov. 
Same locality. 
Fig. 17. F15172 Internal impression of the ventral valve. 
Fig. 18. Fl5173 Holotype. Internal impression of the dor�al valve. 
Fig. 19. FISI75 Internal impressioo of the ventral vah·e. 
Dimrg,./nnna ktnnrdyrnst sp. nov. 
Same locality. 
Fig. 20. Fl5177 Holotype. �. Internal impression of the ventral valve. 
b. E.nemal imprusion of the ventral \•alve. 
Fig. 21. Fl5178 Internal impression of the ventral valve. 
Fig. 22. Fl5180 Internal impression of the ventral valve. 
Mtgachonttu ttnuUtriatuJ sp. nov. 
Locality: Duck Pond, Boulder Creek, 11191, 24.3E :.: 51.2�. Westwood Map. 
Fig. 23. F15189 £xurior of dorsal valve showing fine sti-iae. x 2.2. 
Fig. 24. F15191 Internal impression of the ventral valve. x 1.5. 
Fig. 2). Fl5188 Holotype. lntem:.ol impression of the ventral valve x 1.5. 
Brach)•thyris davidis {Dun). 
Localities: L1l91 and Lll46. 
Fig. Z6. FJ5194 Holotype. a. Dorsal view. 
b. Ventral view. 
c. Posterior view. 
d. Anterior view of internal cast of shell {L119l). 
Fig. 27. F!5201 loternal impression of the ventral vallo'e. (U146). 
�ig. 28. F1521l External impreMion of ventral valve. (Ll 146) . 
Plate III 
Faun,, of the .�chiwplwTia Zone (late Tourn.11isian). 
Schito-phoria aff. ruupinata (M�rtin) . 
Localities: 11148, Stony Creek, 26.8E x S9.0N, \Vestwood Map. 
11291, Stony Creek, 26.8E x 59.3N, Wc�twood Map. 
Fig. 1. Fl5235 Internal cast of the ventral valve. (Ll291 ) .  
Fig. 2 .  F15230 a. Internal cast o f  the ventral posterior (LtUS). 
b. Plasticine model of thl': ventral posterior. 
Fig. 3. Fl521S a. lnwnal cast of dorsal valve. (L114S). 
b.· Plasticine mould of a. 
c. Plasticine mould of apic�! region. 
Fig. 4. F15219 a. Internal cast of dorsal valve. (Ll\48). 
b. Plasticine mould of a. 
Fig. 5. Fl5232 a. Plasticine model or th� ventral exterior. (Llt48). 
b. External impression of the ventral n,lve. 
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&iiuJphoria d. rnupinata var. lattJ Demanet. 
Localities: Lll48, Stony Creek.; 11289, Golden Gully. 
Fig. 6. FI521J Internal �ast of ventral valve. (Lll48). 
Fig. 7. F15212 Internal cast of ventral valve (11289). 
Fig. 8. F15214 External impression of the ventral valve. (Ll289). 
p,oductus d. min."Utus Muir Wood. 
I..oc.-ality: 11148, Stony Creek. 
Fig. 9. F'15243 a. Plasticine model of ventral valve. 
b. External cast of ventral valve. 
Avonia afl. ktnntdyrnsis. 
Locality: 11290, Golden Cully, 25.1E z 53.4N, We1twood Map. 
Fig. 10. FIS240 External impression of donal valve. 
Fig. 11. Fl5239 Internal impression of the ventral valve. 
Fig. 12. F15238 Internal impression of the donal valve. 
Plate IV 
Lrptatna cf. analoga (Phillips). 
Localities: 11148, Stooy Creek: L1196, Colden Gully; 11299, Stony Creek. 
Fig. l. Fl5281 Internal cast of the dorsal valve. (11196). 
Fig. 2. Fl5280 External impre1sion of the dorsal valve. (11148). 
Fig. l F15282 Internal imprcasion of the dorsal valve. ( LIZ99) 
Prospira -prima sp. nov. 
Loc.11lity: 11289. Golden Gully, 25.1E x 53.4N, Westwood M.11p. 
Fig. 4. Fl5244 Holotype a. Internal cast of tlu: donal valve. x 1.2. 
b. External impression of the dorsal valve. x I 2. 
Fig. 5. F15246 Internal cast of the ventral valve. x 1.2. 
J'rospira typa �P- no·.r. 
Locality: Ll14S, Stony Creek. Z6.8E x 59.0N, Westwood Map. 
F'ig. 6. Fl5251 Holotype. Internal cast of ventral valve. 
a. Posterior view. 
b. Ventral view. 
c. Pluticine mould of a. 
d. Plasticine mould of d. v11lve. 
Fig. 7. Fl5256 Plasticine model of part of the ventrai 
Fi(:. 8. F15261 lnt�rnal cast of dorsal valve. 
Pkri((Jdothyr:"r lin�ata (Martin). 
S;;.me locality. 
Fig. 9. Fl5262 a.. Plasticine model of posterior of shell. 
b. Internal can of postt:rior of shell. 
Fig. 10. F15263 Internal cast of shell. a. Posterior view. 
b. Ventral view. 
Brarhythyris d. davidis (Dun). 
Locality: L1289. Golden Gully. ZS.lE x 53.4N, We.nwood Map. 
Fig. I I .  FIS271 Internal C<�St of the ventral valve. 
Fig. IZ. Fl5270 a. External impression of ventral valve. 
b. Internal cast of ventral valve. 
Br.::r4ythyris sp. 
Same locality. 
fig. 13. Fl5274. a. Internal cnM of dorsal valve. 
b. External impression of the dorsal v.11lve 
Plate v 
Syr'ingoth)'Tis australis sp. nov. 
Loca\itiu: Ll291, Stony Creek: Lt299. Stony Creek; Ll l47, Turners Creek. 
Fig. 1. fl5269 a. Plasticine model of dorsal valve anJ •·cntral area. 
b. Plasticine model showing ventral .11pical structure. 
c. Internal cast of ventral apical region. (11147). 
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Fig. Fl5268 Holotype. Internal cast of the ventral valve. (LI299). 
Fig. Fl5267 E.:'l:ternal impression of dorsal ,·ake. (L1291). 
Fig. -k F15265 Internal cast of dorsal vah·e. (LI291 ) .. 
Clriothyridina australis sp. nov .. 
Locality: L129l, Stony Creek, 26 .. 8E x 59.3N, Westwood Map. 
Fig 5.  Fl 5278 Internal cast of ,-entral valve. 
Fig 6. Fl5277 Holotype. Internal cast of the shell showing apical structures. 
Fig. 7. Fl5276 a. Internal cast of the ventral valve .. 
b .. External impression. 
Fig. 8. Fl5279 Enlarged portion of an e:-:ternal impression of the ventral valve showing concentric lamellae 
and fine spine bases. x 3. 
Jl;�cn:t of the Chiothyridina Zone (Visean age) .. 
Rugosochonftts sp .. 
Locality: L1294 .. Harry Gully. 2-l-.OE x 53.1N, Westwood Map .. 
Fig. 9. F15283 a. K'l:ternal impression of ventral valve b. Plasticine mould of a. 
Fig. 10. FI5284 Internal cast of the ventral valve. 
Aifgadtmutfs kfnnfdyfnsis var. magnus var. nov. 
Localities: Duck Pond Creek, L1295, 22.7E x 50.2N, Westwood i\bj'. North of Duck Pond Ck .. , Ll293, 
22.6E X 50.9N. 
Fig. I I. .  Fl5287 Plasticine model of ventral valve .. x 1..2. {L1295 ) .  
Fig. 1 2 .  Fl5311 Holotype. Internal cast of ventral valve. ( Ll293 ) . 
Fig. 13 .. Fl5288 Internal cast of the dorsal valve .. (Ll293). 
Bracltytliyri.s d. ping11iJ {Sowerby ) .  
Localities; Ll 300, Neils Ck., 25 .. 5 E  x 58.8N (Cifiathyridina Zone) .  
L129-l-, Harry Gully, 2-l-.OE x SllN (ibid ) .  
Lll-l-7, Turner's C k  .. 27.IE x 56.0N (ibid) .. 
LI295. Duck Pond Ck., 22.iE x 50.2N (Spiri/a Zone). 
Fig. 1-l-. F15291b External impression of ventral valve. (Ll300). 
Fig. 15. F1 5295 Internal cast of the ventral valve. (Ll147). 
Fig. 16. Fl5297 Internal cast of the nntral valve .. (Lll47). 
Clciotliyridina sp. 
Locality: Ll293, North of Duck Pond Creek. 
Fig. 17. F1 5298 a. Internal cast of dorsal valve .. 
b .. Portion of external impression of dorsal valve. :r 3 .. 
Plate VI 
C!riatltyridina biconwxa sp. nov. 
Localities: Ll293. North of Duck Pond Ck., 22.6E x 50.9N 
Ll295. Duck Pond Ck .. , 22.7E. x 50.2N. 
Fig 1.  Fl5299 a. Internal cast of ventral valve. 
b. External mould of ventral valve. (L1295). 
Fig. 2. Fl5305 Holotype. Internal cast of dorsal valve .. (Ll293) x 1.75. 
Fig. 3.  Fl5306 K'\tcrnal impression of dorsal valve. (Ll293). 
Fig. 4. Fl5304 External impression of ventral valve .. (11293 ) .  
Clfiothyridina tranJVfrJa sp. nov. 
Locality: L129-l-, Harry Gully. 2-l-.OE x 53.1:\', Westwood Map. 
Fi!< 5. F15308 a. External mould of dorsal valve. x 1.2. 
b .. Internal cast of un1bonal region of shell. 
c. Internal cast of dorsal valve. 
Fig. 6. F1 5309 Holotypc. a Internal cast of dorsal valve. 
b. Internal cast of ventral valve. 
Spirifn Zone (\'isCan age) .. 
Spirijrr c£. liangchowrnsis Chao. 
Locality: L1295, Duck Pond Creek. 22.7E x 50..2N, Westwood Map. 
Fig. 7: F153l5a Internal can of part of the ventral vah·e showing the ventral muscle sc.r. 
Fig. 8. FI5314 Internal c:tst of the apical part of the shelL 
Fig. 9. Fl 53l 3 Internal cast of dorsal valve. 
Fig. 10. Fl5316 Plaster cast of ventral exterior. 
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